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The purpose of this thesis was to find how past trends and future predictions of climate
change and associated factors would affect airport operations at the L. F. Wade
International Airport. The Government of Bermuda‟s plans to build a new terminal were
also analyzed to determine potential impacts. Predicted future trends of sea level rise and
hurricane activity were assessed by analyzing previous occurrences and studies and
depicted using GIS mapping data. Risk of storm surge to the L. F. Wade International
Airport has become apparent, especially after Hurricane Fabian of 2003. The results of
this study suggest that the risk of the airport being inundated by storm surge is very likely
by the end of the century. Options to protect the airport from the impacts of climate
change include creating protective structures including sea walls, revetments, and
breakwaters.
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Chapter I
Introduction
Significance of the Study
Climate change has the potential to significantly affect transportation
infrastructure throughout the world. Bermuda‟s low-lying L. F. Wade International
Airport has a field elevation of seven feet above sea level (asl) as result of the semipermanent construction of the airport by the U.S. military in 1941. This construction was
groundbreaking for the start of the land based aviation industry in Bermuda (Hind, Jones,
Harris, McDowall, Evans, Crombie, et al., 2009)
In August 1940, Bermuda was defended by only one British military infantry
company and two artillery batteries. Britain was busy fighting the Germans in Europe
and could not protect its colonies to its fullest. American military garrisons were the only
way the island could be used as a strategic mid-Atlantic station to counter Germany‟s
dangerous U-boats. On August 20, 1940, Winston Churchill expressed interest in
offering base sites to the United States. From this an agreement was made and the
process of building an airfield in Bermuda began. Before that time all aviation operations
in Bermuda were conducted in the Great Sound, a harbor on the island, and done by
seaplane. Bermuda used Darrell‟s Island as its seaplane port from 1934 up until the
United States began building the new airfield (Conn, Engelman, & Fairchild, 2000).
An American team arrived on Bermuda to survey the land on November 3, 1940.
The survey team collected engineering and construction data. In December of the same
year, a U.S. survey ship started a hydrographic survey of the waters neighboring the new
base. Soon the people of Bermuda were informed that the land was to be leased to
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American forces. This was deemed to be a loss of local heritage of a topographical and
social nature. During this time the Island of St. David‟s had been isolated for centuries
by the surrounding waterways. The natives of this island were of American Indian,
African, and European descent, which led to loss of the unique Island traditions.
However, Bermuda gained much due to the sacrifice of this land and received its first,
and to this day, only airfield (Hind et al., 2009).
By September, surveyors had been sent to Bermuda and eventually settled on the
site at the north side of Castle Harbour, which at the time was known as Southampton
Harbour. The airport started its construction by attempting to connect several small
islands together through dredging and land fill. Using material from Long Bird Hill on
Long Bird Island was one of the sources of earth used to fill the waterways to raise the
land. Figure 1 shows how the land area changed after the U.S. Army Air Corps began
construction of Fort Bell and Kindley Field in 1941 (Conn, Engelman, & Fairchild,
2000).
Since the island of Bermuda is small at approximately 22 square miles, space is at
a premium. Unites States military units built over many small islands to create the
Kindley Field airstrip, which is located in the East End (Hind et al, 2009). The field was
constructed in two stages due to the nature of the airfield site being built out of dredged
material from local waters and by connecting small rocks with Cooper‟s and Long Bird
Islands. This process created an extra 750 acres of land for the airfield (Military Airlift
Command, 1966). The total land area gained from the landfill operations is estimated to
be around 800 acres. Long Bird Island eventually converted to Kindley Field with
Cooper‟s and St. David‟s Islands becoming the Fort Bell army base (Hind et al, 2009).
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Approximately 16 to 20 million cubic yards of fill consisting of sand and coral dredged
from Castle Harbour were used to make the hard-packed foundation of Kindley Field.
The foundation was then covered with a bituminous concrete layering or paving to bind
the sand and coral (Military Airlift Command, 1966).
To make certain of the success of the airfield in Bermuda, local limestone and
coral block were used for the landfill operations with other materials used to build the
airfield coming from the United States. Fort Bell was the name of the U.S. Army
facilities and Kindley Field was given to the runway in the days of Army Air Corps
occupation (Conn, Engelman, & Fairchild, 2000).
The first runway was open and ready for landing traffic on November 29, 1941.
The original airfield consisted of three runways; the longest of the runways was only
3,500 feet. This presented a problem for the Army and it was decided to lengthen the
longest runway to 5,000 feet and was completed before the end of 1941 (Conn,
Engelman, & Fairchild, 2000). The land filled material surrounding the runways and
taxiways was very reflective of the sun due the sand and coral consistency. Once the
U.S. Army left the island in 1946, the entire facility was then renamed Kindley Air Force
Base. After World War II, Kindley Field also became a civilian airfield and helped the
Island‟s tourism industry to increase, injecting a great amount of money into the local
economy. Bermuda reaped the benefits from the civilian air terminal until the base
closed in 1995 (Hind, et al., 2009).
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Figure 1. Air view of Kindley Field and Fort Bell 1941. (Adapted from Hind et al.,
2009).

Because construction of the Bermuda Airport was strictly for military use,
unforeseen future impacts were not readily apparent. With each passing hurricane, storm
surge becomes an issue for the low-lying airport.
Statement of the Problem
In May of 2010, the Government of Bermuda unveiled new airport terminal
designs for the only airport in the country. The estimated cost of the project is between
$300 million and $400 million. Completion of many other government projects, such as
the new hospital and causeway, are of higher priority and the start of airport terminal
construction is of lower priority at this time. Accordingly, this study was designed to
assess projected climate change impacts such as global sea level rise and how these will
affect the Bermuda Department of Airport Operations airport facilities along with the
proposed new airport terminal plans.
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Purpose Statement
New terminal designs and climate change will contribute to future impacts of the
L. F. Wade International Airport. Research of the local airport will help find solutions to
contain possible changes in sea level and increased storm surge. The purpose of this
research project was to estimate the extent to which climate change will negatively affect
Bermuda‟s only airport and attempt to find effective methods to keep Bermuda‟s aviation
industry infrastructure strong and uninterrupted from climate change activity.
Delimitations
This study exclusively focused on Bermuda‟s L. F. Wade International Airport
and how future climate may affect the airfield. Although previous climate change
research has incorporated the whole Island, this study only included the airfield and its
facilities.
Limitations and Assumptions
This study did not identify the same risk for all low-lying airports globally.
Analyzed historical climate data and sea level pattern were used to assume future trends.
This study assumed that climate change is scientifically proven and that information
regarding climate change is accepted by the overwhelming majority of the scientific
community.
List of Acronyms
ICAO

International Civil Aviation Organization

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

DAO

Bermuda‟s Department of Airport Operations

DCA

Bermuda‟s Department of Civil Aviation
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NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

RESA

Runway End Safety Area

EASC

Engineered Arresting System Corporation

IATA

International Air Transport Association

DOT

United States Department of Transportation

CAA

United Kingdom‟s Civil Aviation Authority

GSL

Global Sea Level Rise

SWAN

Simulating Waves Nearshore

IBR

Inverse Barometric Pressure Rise

GIS

Graphical Information System

IPCC

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

TXKF

ICAO designation for L. F. Wade International Airport

MHHW

Mean Higher High Water

MSL

Mean Sea Level

SWL

Still Water Level

MWL

Mean Water Level

NHC

National Hurricane Center

CSC

Coastal Services Center
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Chapter II
Review of the Relevant Literature
Geography of Bermuda
Bermuda is located approximately 1000 km (621 miles) from the east coast of the
United States and was formed on top of the Miocene seamount. The emergence of the
Bermuda islands occurred due to the formation of intermittent deposits of composed
calcium-secreting marine organisms, which created a limestone cap on top of the
volcanically and tectonically stable seamount. The marine organisms, known as coral
reef, over millions of years have emerged and been submerged between periods of cooler
global temperatures and periods of warmer global temperatures. When the islands were
submerged the coral grew, which over time created the limestone cap. This has created a
group of carbonate deposits on the platform with portions of exposed areas, which are
considered carbonate islands. The formerly molten rock is approximately 80 meters
below the present sea level and has uncommonly not continued laterally as do atolls in
the Pacific Ocean (Harmon, Schwarz & Ford, 1978).
It is believed that the seamount was created by the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
approximately 100 million years ago and then moved west with the North American
tectonic plate. It was once thought Bermuda was simply made up of limestone and wind
carried sand deposits. However, nearly all of its structure is made up of layers of igneous
rock (Aumento & Gunn, 1975).
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Figure 2. The Bermuda Rise. (Adapted from Vogt & Jung, 2006).

The islands of Bermuda are on the southeast portion of a 50 kilometer oval bank
as shown in Figure 2 and currently reaches an approximate maximum elevation of 76
meters. Bermuda is considered to be one of four connected seamounts on top of a wideranging Bermuda Rise extending from the sea floor. The group of Bermuda islands
occupies the southeastern area and makes up seven percent of the whole platform which
is stretched towards a north-easterly direction.
There is a cluster of four main complex volcanically formed rises. The rises are
named Argus Bank, Challenger Bank, Bermuda and Bowditch Seamount (starting from
the southwest). During the numerous Pleistocene glaciations, sea levels were much lower
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than they are today which uncovered the entire Bermuda platform. Due to the continued
growth of coral on the Bermuda Rise, Bermuda is the most northerly habitat for coral reef
in the Atlantic Ocean. The coral reef provides some protection from storm surge and
wave action around Bermuda (Vogt & Jung, 2006).
Air Traffic and the Airport
The island of Bermuda has just one airfield named the L. F. Wade International
Airport. The Department of Airport Operations owns and operates the L. F. Wade
International Airport. Bermuda uses the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) recommended practices and standards for operational safety. Other recognized
bodies such as the Federal Aviation administration (FAA) and the U.K. Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) are also used. Since 1940, the airport has been located in the eastern
part of St. George‟s parish on St. David‟s island. The airport site was built by the United
States who leased the land from the United Kingdom and built a military airfield for the
World War II efforts. The airfield was used by multiple military branches up until 1995
when the U.S. Navy withdrew from Bermuda at the end of the Cold War.
The civil air terminal is used for commercial airlines, located on the western side
of the airfield, and was always operated and maintained by the Government of Bermuda,
but in 1995 it took full responsibility of the airfield. The Department of Civil Aviation
(DCA) had responsibility for regulating aviation in the limited area of the airport in
which commercial flights and the civil terminal were located. The Ministry of Transport
then created the Department of Airport Operations to manage and operate the airport
while the DCA regulates the local airport, including the operations, as well as the aircraft
registry and airmen. Most surfaces on the airfield are asphalt and consist of one
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operational runway, multiple taxiways and five aircraft parking aprons. The runway
dimensions are 2,961 meters long and 46 meters wide (9,713 ft. x 150 ft.). The entire
airfield covers 560 acres (figure 3), which does not consist of the peninsula extending
into Castle Harbour, otherwise referred to as the „finger‟ and was once an operational
runway (State of the Environment Report, 2005).
Excess water from storms passes through a drainage system that runs under the
operational runway into Castle Harbour. An upgrade to the drains was conducted in 1996
with plastic pipes being constructed inside the older existing pipes. Recently the runway
and the active taxiways and aprons were re-surfaced. Using ash block from the waste
incinerator and waste metal, the southwest part of the airport has been part of an ongoing
land reclamation scheme (Glasspool, 2008).

Figure 3. St. David‟s Island; location of the airport today.
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Currently the elevation at the Bermuda airport is approximately 3 m. Recent
climate change studies done at the L. F. Wade International Airport indicate an alarming
trend. ICAO regulation require that runways end safety areas shall be a certain length
and an increase in sea level of only .59 m (1.9 feet) will equal a significant loss of land
near the operational runway, as shown in Figure 4 where the runway end safety area
(RESA) is located. This sea level increase would also submerge the Airport Waste and
Land Reclamation Facility. Figure 4 shows a scenario of sea level rise that is well within
the range of possibility by the end of the century.

Figure 4. Bermuda‟s L. F. Wade International Airport with a 0.59 m sea level rise.
(Adapted from Glasspool, 2008).
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Figure 5 shows a more severe scenario of sea level rise due to climate change by
the end of the century. The depiction shows much of the operational surfaces and
buildings consistently inundated. If sea level was to rise 2 m (6.6 feet) most of the airport
will be inundated with sea water, as shown in Figure 5 (Glasspool, 2008). An increased
sea level rise of this magnitude would cause issues for operations at L. F. Wade
International Airport due to areas close to buildings and surfaces being in closer contact
with sea water. This would lead to disruption in air travel to Bermuda slowing down the
transportation of goods, services, and people from other countries (Glasspool, 2008).

Figure 5. Bermuda‟s L. F. Wade International Airport with a 2.0 m sea level rise.
(Adapted from Glasspool, 2008).
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Increasingly severe storms in coming years could become a major problem due to
the high cost of airport maintenance. The last time the L. F. Wade International Airport
was affected by a severe storm was when Hurricane Fabian directly hit Bermuda. The
hurricane disrupted transportation services and storm surge reached the runway leaving
fish stranded on the tarmac. Economic problems resulting from this storm were
significant. Several major international businesses had to change the locations of board
meetings during the clean up and recovery effort. This could discourage further business
to the island if this becomes a more common occurrence due to Bermuda's remote
location in the Atlantic Ocean (Glasspool, 2008).
Local Climate
Bermuda‟s climate is considered subtropical due in part to its proximity to the
Gulf Stream, which transports warm-water from lower latitudes northward. Bermuda is
located east of the Gulf Stream but is subject to warm water eddies and spin offs that
keep ocean temperatures warm. Another factor that keeps Bermuda subtropical is the
semi-permanent high pressure system, known as the Bermuda-Azores High, which
deflects storms west and north of the island between the months of May and October. In
the winter months, westerlies influence Bermuda providing strong gales and cooler
temperatures, which are considered unusual for subtropical islands to the south
(Anderson et al., 2001).
Due to the moderating influence of the surrounding ocean, Bermuda‟s mean
monthly air temperature ranges from 18.5°C in February to 29.6°C in August. The
average annual rainfall is approximately 150 centimeters (59.1 inches) and is distributed
unevenly throughout the year with an average year having the driest month in April and
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the wettest in October. Bermuda has a uniformly high humidity level of 70-82 percent in
every season. Prevailing winds are predominantly westerly which sets up an „island
effect‟ in the summer months due to convection from the land mass, which gives the
eastern part of the country increased rainfall (Glasspool, 2008).
Changes in local climate. The IPCC considers Bermuda to be in the North East
America zone. Since Bermuda is an isolated island over 600 nm from the continental
coast of the United States, the IPCC projections are useful but not absolute. The
expected increase in temperature in the North East America zone is approximately 3.6°C
by 2100. Precipitation is expected to increase due to higher ocean and air temperatures
that lead to greater evaporation. Total annual precipitation could increase approximately
seven percent with more variability in precipitation possible. The expected variability
would lead to more intense rain events with longer periods of drought in between
(Solomon, et al., 2007).
An increase in the intensity of tropical cyclones due to increased sea surface
temperature, which leads to more convection for development over the Atlantic Ocean,
may increasingly affect Bermuda. However, this may also lead to a decrease in the total
number of tropical cyclone formations due to the creation of a more permanent El Nino,
which would increase upper-level wind shear decreasing the likelihood of tropical
cyclone development (Glasspool, 2008).
Response to Climate Change
Generally, the impact of climate change on infrastructure leaves decision makers
with three options:
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1.)

Retreat or abandon the impacted areas due to no response to provide some sort of
protection to the land.

2.)

Accommodation in which no attempt is made to protect infrastructure from the
ocean and continue to use it even with a chance of damage.

3.)

Protection, which requires a solid constructed framework for guarding the critical
areas of the airport like dikes and sea walls or to build softer structures such as
dunes with vegetation to protect surfaces so operations at the airport can continue.
Each of these options has pros and cons as far as costs and hazards with the

associated risk (Parry, Canziani, Palutikof, van der Linden, & Hanson, 2007).
Inundations and setbacks. Modeling how waves affect the coastline on the
island of Bermuda has been assessed. Parameters of waves around the island of Bermuda
are affected by the orientation to the typical waves of a hurricane approaching generally
from the south. Wave run-up calculations give planners an idea of how high storm surge
will be during a severe tropical cyclone event (Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability
Assessment, 2004).
Sea level changes. Sea level changes can be attributed to a variety of processes.
The processes can impact regional sea level and can last for a long period of time. Sea
level changes can be characterized as follows:
1.)

Changes in mass. Melting ice sheets and glaciers across the globe may increase
the mass of the ocean. This may lead to increased precipitation over the oceans in
relation to evaporation and increased run-off due to decreased water storage on
continents which ultimately increases the movement of water from land to ocean
due to gravitational forces (Hoffman et al., 2010).
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2.)

Changes in density. Changes in ocean water density typically have to do with
salinity and temperature. An increase in mass from water reservoirs located on
land decreases salinity, temperature, and ultimately its density (Hoffman et al.,
2010).

3.)

Changes in geometry. Changes in land motions occur due to sediment loading,
tectonic movement, land motion from glacier interaction or glacier isostatic
adjustment (GIA), and extraction of water, oil, and gas. These influences may
change ocean depths in certain areas and coastline characteristics over time
(Hoffman et al., 2010).

4.)

Changes in ocean circulation. In specific areas, ocean circulations vary as a
function of time which tends to be balanced by earth‟s rotation of its mass field.
Sea level variability and some of earth‟s ocean circulation is due to the seasonal
cycle of surface wind patterns, fresh water influences from rivers, and heat fluxes
on the ocean surface. There tends to be a seasonal cycle in sea level as well as
influences from storms (Hoffman et al., 2010).

5.)

Seasonal variability will be assumed negligible, however, large cyclonic flows of
ocean currents or eddies may affect a particular region for several months.
Cyclonic eddy flows have out-flowing water with colder water rising up in the
center lowering the water column height due to thermal retraction. This cold
water eddy caused unusually low tides in Bermuda in early 2010 with an
estimated lowering in mean sea level of approximately 35 cm. This occurrence
usually does not occur as far south as Bermuda, which resides in the Sargasso
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Sea, and occurs when ocean currents such as the Gulf Stream become unstable
and cutoff (BIOS, 2010).
6.)

High frequency processes. Submonthly timescales and processes such as weather
patterns and tides affect sea levels among other processes (Hoffman et al., 2010).
The regular rise and fall of sea levels from lunar and solar astronomical tides are
the most predicted sea level change on a day-to-day basis (Hoffman et al., 2010).
Changes to sea level will not only affect low-lying islands with surrounding reefs.

Sea Levels
Impacts to higher elevation islands with seaside development of airports and other
infrastructure can be significant due to erosion and salt affecting metal parts. Unequal
changes in salinity, temperature, and ocean circulation will vary with global sea level
rise. This will be influential to local sea level rise as well as other influences such as
non-climate related processes including tectonic settings and postglacial adjustments
(Parry, Canziani, Palutikof, van der Linden, & Hanson, 2007).
No proven evidence has been witnessed that tropical system changes have
occurred, however, newly researched model results show that tropical systems will have
more intense wind velocities and higher precipitation severity. By 2050, tropical systems
may increase by up to 10 percent and under the same scenario the intensity of
precipitation could increase by up to 25 percent. Due to higher winds, storm surge will
also be significantly higher than previously observed. All of these factors pose a higher
risk of destructive tropical systems and present a formidable threat (Parry, Canziani,
Palutikof, van der Linden, & Hanson, 2007).
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Melting ice sheets will continue to affect the global sea level and are considered
the most important process affecting the future rising of sea levels. Most of earth‟s fresh
water lies in the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. Globally, ice sheets will respond to
previous and future climate change for the next 1,000 years. Evidence from ice sheet
melting shows that the Greenland ice sheet has increased its rate of melting from 0.05
mm/yr (± 0.12mm) to 0.21 mm/yr (Snow & Snow, 2009).
Currently, sea levels are projected to rise between 0.5 meters (1.6 feet) and 1.2
meters (3.9 feet) by 2100. However, state of the art projections do not take into account
the potential for the increase in melting which may occur. Recent observations from
polar ice sheets indicate melting may increase faster than suspected with newly formed
crevices sometimes referred to as moulins, which allow water on the surface melt water
to enter deep into the ice sheet. This process increases the melting process by loosening
the bottom of the ice sheet and allows large portions to enter the ocean. If crevices
become more widespread, ice could melt much faster than projections have forecast.
Potential of devastating global ramifications of the melting ice sheets could be as much as
5 m (16.4 feet) to 6 m (19.7 feet) for the Greenland ice sheet and an additional 5 m (16.4
feet) for the western Antarctic ice sheet (Mann & Kump, 2009).
Local temperature is expected to rise another 3º Celsius by the end of the century.
This rise in local temperature will result in melting which is permanent and could cause
an additional rise in sea level of approximately 5 to 6 meters (16.4 - 19.7 feet) by 2100.
Also, the unstable ice sheet in Antarctica known as the West Antarctic Ice Shelf could
contribute an additional 5 meters (16.4 feet). Sea level rise has factors which include
thermal expansion, continental ice melting (alpine glaciers and ice caps), and ice sheets
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and is predicted to rise 0.5 to 1.2 meters (1.64 – 3.94 feet) by 2100 (Mann and Kump,
2009).
The IPCC‟s fourth assessment on climate change report estimates an 18 to 59 cm
(7.09 – 23.23 inches) increase in sea level from 1990 to 2090 plus any increased melt ice
from the large Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets. Semi-empirical approach studies have
found that if greenhouse gases continue to escalate, sea level rise for the twenty-first
century could exceed one meter. Determining the exact amount of sea level rise for
future scenarios is difficult, however, global warming affects sea level rise in two ways
(Soloman et al., 2007).
First, there is an increase in water entering the ocean from melting continental ice
and thermal expansion of the ocean. Terrestrial ice melting has contributed to 80 percent
of sea level rise over the past five years. A scenario of 3 degrees Celsius increase in
global temperature in 2090 shows a sea level increase of 114 cm (1.14 meters).
Continuing the trend of 80 percent of the sea level rise, just as over the past five years, is
feasible. After the last ice age some 12,000 year ago, the earth warmed slowly resulting
in a total sea level rise of 120 meters (393.7 feet). The global temperature increased 4 to
7 degrees Celsius resulting in two thirds of the total land ice melting. With the increased
influence of greenhouse gases by humans, it remains to be seen how much of the
potential 65 meters (213.2 feet) of land ice would melt if we increase the global
temperature beyond the last interglacial age period (Rahmstorf , 2010).
Temperatures are expected to rise in the twenty-first century four times the
amount of that in the twentieth century. With increased temperatures it is believed to
increase the rate of melting of glaciers and ice sheets around the world. A 1.24 m (4.07
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feet) rise by 2100 is another scenario predicted using more plausible assumptions of
increased rate of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets melting as global temperatures
rise (Vermeer & Rahmstorf, 2009). Worst-case scenarios have sea level rise about 1.5 m
(4.92 feet) higher than current levels by 2100 (Grinsted, Moore, & Jefrejeva, 2009).
Since these estimates are for the next 90 years, one can divide the sea level rise in 2100
by 90 to break it down to a year-by-year basis. Multiplying the year-by-year sea level
rise by 100 will find sea level rise in the next 100 years. For example, the worst-case
scenario of 1.5 m (4.92 feet) by 2100 is divided by 90. This calculation would equal
0.01667 m (0.05 feet) per year. Multiplying the per year value by 100 will give us a sea
level rise of 1.667 m (5 feet) in the next 100 years.
Local sea level rise trend. Sea level changes vary from location to location due
to variables from regional differences such as temperature, salinity, winds, and ocean
circulation patterns. Although local sea level rise is relatively constant, factors
mentioned in the previous section explain influences on the local area. However, sea
level rise globally over the last 100 years has risen from 1.8 mm annually to 3.1 mm (.07
inches to .12 inches) since 1993. (Solomon, et al., 2007)
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Figure 6. Bermuda‟s observed sea level rise. (Adapted from NOAA, 2010).

Local and regional scale impacts. Most inhabitants of Bermuda as well as
infrastructure and socioeconomic activities are positioned within a few hundred meters
from the shore. Where many Bermudians reside and work, residents are likely to
experience the most extreme consequences from rising sea levels and the damaging
effects will consist of increased erosion, higher storm surge, sea water intrusion into fresh
water supplies, inundation of properties, and dislocation (Snow & Snow, 2009).
Bermuda will share issues similar to islands around the world, due to the
dependency on tourism for a large portion of income. Bermuda‟s issues also include the
limited availability and access to natural resources, small area of land, and little local
changes in topography increasing the difficulty of relief from sea level rise. The island‟s
infrastructure is at risk and includes roads, ports, bridges, and the airport. Projected rise
in sea levels would seriously damage the socioeconomic growth of the island and its
current way of doing business. Since the L. F. Wade International Airport current civil
air terminal is at an elevation already susceptible to storm surge inundation, increased sea
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level rise may force displacement and relocation to the proposed new terminal sooner
than expected for the Government of Bermuda.
Extreme events. Population growth on the island of Bermuda has been a
significant issue due to the lack of space for expansion and protection. The reliance on
importing most goods to the island shares similar challenges to many other small islands
around the globe. This also creates another importance of the airport to provide quick
transport of perishable goods to Bermuda. Like many other islands, Bermuda's airport is
located close to the shoreline as well as the roadways near the airport. The Causeway
Bridge, which connects the main island of Bermuda to St. David‟s Island (where the
airport is located), is vulnerable to considerable damage during severe storms. Kindley
Field Road runs along the northern part of the airfield and is vulnerable due to being at a
slightly lower elevation than the airfield. Hurricane Fabian affected Bermuda's
infrastructure and forced several modes of transportation to be stopped for an extended
period. This poses a significant threat as sea level rises and future tropical systems
impact the island (Parry, Canziani, Palutikof, van der Linden, & Hanson, 2007).
Infrastructure and transportation. The general risk to Bermuda's airport
infrastructure from climate change is affected by four related truths:
•

the extent of risk to climate change;

•

the limited space to move away from predicted changes;

•

the solutions to climate change are not a high importance, given the more
perceived economic issues that the island has;

•

the perplexity of predictions of global climate change and the local uncertainty
(Parry, Canziani, Palutikof, van der Linden, & Hanson, 2007).
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Global sea level rise impacts transportation. Mistakes made by transportation
officials today will hinder the capability of coastal regions being able to adapt to the
change in climate. Predicted shoreline differences should be planned to maintain
infrastructure integrity. Bruun Rule states the coastline will move back 150 times for
every unit that the sea level increases. Areas of land that are a critical part of Bermuda's
airport should have land loss rates to protect the airport. The Bruun rule is only a model
and each area of local shoreline should be studied before the potential effects can be
understood. Local sea level rise is the most significant impact to the island. Risk
analysis for infrastructure inside the property of the L. F. Wade International Airport
should be assessed along the coast of St. David's island due to being built many years ago
(Peterson, McGuirk, Houston, Horvitz, & Wehner, 2008).
Sea level rise increases the severity of storm surge. Storm surge is the
occurrence of sea level rise that comes with a hurricane or other severe storm and can be
considerably higher than normal tides. It can be increased dramatically by tidal piling,
which happens due to higher than normal water levels from repeated incoming tides that
do not substantially drain due to severe winds and waves. This can be exacerbated by
repeated tide cycles. The combination of rigorous precipitation and storm surge cause
flooding to be more likely and dangerous in coastal areas. Research has not been
conducted to determine the effects of climate change on the air transportation system or
operations on Bermuda. Unfortunately, the impacts of potential flooding could be
detrimental (Peterson, McGuirk, Houston, Horvitz, & Wehner, 2008).
Defensive strategies to address climate change. Examples of other areas which
will have problems as sea level rise should be assessed when making informed decisions
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to the issues in Bermuda. The Gulf of Mexico has a transportation infrastructure that is
becoming increasingly at risk due to consistent weaknesses in natural ecological areas
such as wet lands. Sea level rise combined with coastline subsidence and outer island
depletion will provide less protection to the coast (DOT, 2008).
Carrying out a risk managing approach would provide L. F. Wade International
Airport officials with a better view of the possible resilience of components already in
place at the airfield. Also, officials can incorporate ideas to improve the systems and
components currently in place. Raising, hardening, and the possible relocation of
structures to increase operational safety and security of the airport should be a possibility.
The preferred goal and reliance of continuous operations at Bermuda's airport should
have the suitable level of investment to components that are at risk (DOT, 2008).
Benefiting decision makers. Studies on how the climate affects transportation is
in its preliminary stages. Currently there is enough information to begin assessing how
risks and future strategies would assist engineers, planners, maintenance, and operators at
airports. This would be all in an effort to build a more substantial airport infrastructure at
a lower cost (DOT, 2008).
Interdisciplinary research shows the value of both the transportation and climate
research communities. Continued efforts will benefit both disciplines in building
approaches and executing plans to help L. F. Wade International Airport's officials battle
the probable impacts due to climate change (DOT, 2008).
Airport Planning
Every airport master plan is developed to assist the future progress goals and their
powers in a sustainable and cost efficient way. Once an airport's outer edge has been
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made, whether it is for a new airport or an established airport, it is good practice to
position all major components and airport support facilities within the airport property.
Facilities should be given the ability to grow to the future phases of the airport. Airport
expansion and development stages should be efficiently balanced (IATA, 2004).
With rising sea levels and possible increased storm surge and erosion, the distance
to the Atlantic Ocean and the runways and taxiways will decrease. The ICAO (1999)
requires where practical to have a runway strip area of 150 meters (492 feet) either side
of the centerline and 60 meters (196.8 feet) beyond the end of the runway (includes
stopway). Also, the runway end safety area (RESA) should be at least 90 meters (295.2
feet) from the end of any runway strip totaling 150 meters (492 feet). For the length of
Bermuda‟s runway, the RESA is a code number 4 and is suggested to be 240 meters
(787.2 feet) or as far as practicable. The purpose of the RESA areas is for aircraft
overshooting or undershooting a runway. RESA‟s greatly increase the safety at a
particular airport. The RESA does not have to be in as good condition as the runway
itself (ICAO, 1999). Due to Bermuda‟s airfield‟s position in relation to Castle Harbour,
the Atlantic Ocean, and being on St. David‟s Island, it may prove difficult to create a
sufficient RESA due to site of the runway and taxiways.
Appropriate shoreline development. Coastline advancement towards
preventing shoreline inundation from the sea has been assessed for exposure to possible
risks by the Government of Bermuda. The importance of learning from previous
hurricanes is paramount to the advancement of shoreline development. Finding areas of
flooding shows protection will be needed to provide the significant function of coastline
defense (Coastal Protection and Development Planning Guidelines for Bermuda, 2004).
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Planning and Policy Tools
Development along Bermuda‟s coastlines due to population growth and limited
space for development combined with an unavoidable increase in sea levels due to global
warming are problems faced by the Government of Bermuda‟s Planning Department.
Possible tools that could be used to aid and inform the public and policy makers is a
geographic information system (GIS) which is a computer mapping software. GIS is an
effective way to organize a large amount of information effectively that manages,
analyzes, and displays the data. A GIS is designed to acquire, store, retrieve, analyze and
display spatial data by incorporating a computerized network of mapping and database
management programs. GIS has the main advantage of allowing the user to complete a
spatial analysis that readily identifies patterns. Data displayed on a spreadsheet makes it
difficult for humans to observe data and find trends and patterns. Presentation of data on
a map makes human pattern recognition easier and less time consuming to understand
and reach conclusions about the data. Showing the impacts associated with climate
change, such as sea level rise, and the ability to determine the best way forward by policy
makers make GIS an appropriate tool for decision makers (Snow & Snow, 2009).
For example, the mean sea level for a specific location such as Bermuda can be
used to determine the starting point. Using elevation data depicted by contours, a
portrayal of estimated varying sea levels depending on the expected rate of temperature
increase can be graphically depicted. With this data, a planner may project threatened
coastal areas under threat of flooding and erosion from high water marks and salt-water
incursion to the L. F. Wade International Airports facilities (Snow & Snow, 2009).
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The use of triangulated irregular networks (TIN) and digital elevation models
(DEM) are tools used to create computer maps in three-dimensional views, which could
be used to show areas of L. F. Wade International Airport at risk because of rising sea
levels. The three-dimensional views allows a user to rotate and zoom the scene that
provides a range of angles of view for better understanding of potential negative
implications of sea level rise to the area. This technique is known to be particularly
effective in representing possible future scenarios to the general public and government
officials such as the DAO and DCA (Snow & Snow, 2009).
After demarcation of high water marks have been made, the GIS can be further
developed to incorporate a wide range of applications such as surveys, inventories,
monitoring, and modeling. Surveys that could be useful near the airport would determine
land use to assess vulnerability such as navigational aids, service facilities (fire service,
cargo, maintenance, etc), aprons, taxiways, runways, civil terminal area and service
roads. Also the infrastructure that supports the airport‟s land use, such as fresh water
supply, power transmission, and production should be added to the GIS to approximate
demands and keep disruption to a minimum (Snow & Snow, 2009).
For efficient planning to occur, an effective policy is needed that assesses the
numerous coastal databases and projections of global temperature ascent and sea level
rise. The GIS can be an important planning tool for this task due to its data handling
capacity. This allows an increased speed in the decision-making process by allowing
easier management of the vast amount of parameters, various scenarios, and improved
visual effects (Snow & Snow, 2009).
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Hurricane and Storm Analysis
Bermuda resides in the North Atlantic Basin of tropical cyclone (hurricane)
activity. This area is at its highest exposure to tropical cyclones between the months of
June and November. The naturally developing weather occurrence is particularly
dangerous in low lying coastal regions, however, it affects inland areas as well.
Analyzing historic hurricane characteristics and trends will provide a sufficient
estimation of future impacts of Bermuda‟s airport (Bermuda Coastal Erosion
Vulnerability Assessment, 2004).
Scientific background. Hurricanes are tropical cyclones that have reached a
minimum sustained near-surface wind velocity of 33 m/s (74 mph) or more. The SaffirSimpson scale is currently used to classify hurricane categories, which range from 1
through 5. The higher the category of the Saffir-Simpson scale, the more powerful the
hurricane, which provides the public with an estimate of how much of an impact a storm
may have on a region. Table 1 shows the details of the Saffir-Simpson scale. Hurricanes
normally range in diameter from 200-1300 km (124-808 miles). Winds typically are at
the highest just beyond the eye wall and the lowest within the eye of the storm. The front
right (north-east) quadrant of a hurricane in relation to is forward motion has particularly
high wind velocity due to the added forward movement of the storm. The tropical
cyclones movement combined with the wind speed will result in propagation (Bermuda
Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment, 2004).
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Table 1
The Saffir-Simpson Scale
Category
Vmax
(knots)
Vmax
(mph)
Vmax
(km/h)

1
64-83

2
84-95

3
96-113

4
114-135

5
>135

74-95

96-110

111-130

131-155

>155

119-153

154-177

178-209

210-249

>249

Storm and erosion vulnerability. Wave energy of high intensity produced by
hurricanes has been found to affect the coastline of Bermuda. The highest rate of erosion
was found to be in regions that had the highest wave energy. The highest wave energy
was found to be along the south shore, specifically in two regions. The two regions
include the central south shore and the entrance to Castle Harbour. Erosion susceptibility
around Bermuda was split into 4 categories including low, moderate, high, and very high.
The susceptibility for erosion also studied the lithology or the physical characteristics of
the land in the coastal areas, including Bermuda‟s airport. The L. F. Wade International
Airport is considered to consist of beach deposits due to its reclaimed land composition.
Areas around the airfield are susceptible to erosion in the high, moderate and low
categories. The eastern portion of the airfield is considered to have the highest
vulnerability to erosion, although the direction of an approaching storm will determine
the rate of erosion (Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment, 2004).
The coastline which comes into contact with the southern portion of the airfield is
Castle Harbour and is considered an area of low erosion probability. However, wave
energy has been known to pass through and around Castle Islands at the southern
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entrance of Castle Harbour. This wave energy can then continue on to cause erosion
issues for the current terminal and the southern coastline of the airfield, which is rated in
the moderate erosion susceptibility category (Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability
Assessment, 2004).
History of tropical cyclones impacting Bermuda. Powerful hurricanes have
been known to be a part of Bermuda‟s climate since the first settlers mistakably landed
on the island in 1609. A shipping vessel named the Sea Venture carrying people and
supplies to the new world was separated from its fleet due to a hurricane, which
subsequently shipwrecked off the east coast of the island. Since that time, many
powerful storms have caused considerable damage to the island.
Hurricane Fabian. In September 2003, Bermuda was hit by a category 3
hurricane named Fabian. The hurricane was a typical Cape Verde storm and was the first
major hurricane to directly impact Bermuda since Hurricane Edna of 1953 (Miller,
Vandome & McBrewster, 2009). Some locations on the island reported atmospheric
pressure during the event as low as 953 mb (hPa), however the official pressure at its
closest point of approach to Bermuda was 961 mb (hPa). Storm surge impacted the
island for several days and reached estimated heights of 20-30 ft (6.1-9.1m) along the
most exposed south shore of the island with 6-8 ft (1.8-2.4m) affecting the airport area
(BWS, 2003).
The resulting repair work at the Bermuda International Airport was reported to
have been $15 million (USD) from damages, which included damage to the passenger
terminal, Instrument Landing System (ILS), radar, and debris on the runway from ocean
water completely inundating the runway during the event. The terminal building was
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flooded by 0.91 m (3 feet) of seawater. No proactive damage limitation measures since
that time have been installed. As sea level increases, storm surge may influence the L. F.
Wade International Airport at a higher cost to the Government of Bermuda (Miller,
Vandome & McBrewster, 2009).
It should be noted that elevation of the terminal floor in the Departure Area is
3.06 meters above MSL and the runway elevation is approximately 1.8 m (5.9 feet)
higher. Storm surge wave run-up created by Hurricane Fabian impacting the L. F. Wade
International Airport can be assumed to have reached approximately the same level as the
runway elevation due to debris lines left by the sea water on the runway (W. Burchall,
personal communication, December 7, 2010).
2011 Atlantic hurricane season outlook. Given the set of conditions leading up
to the 2011 Atlantic hurricane season, predictions are made to determine possible tropical
cyclones in the Atlantic basin. The prediction is based on three conditions which include
the continuance of above-average sea surface temperatures, no El Nino or La Nina
affects, and the tropical multi-decadal signal which has led to above normal activity in
the Atlantic since 1995. Predictions estimate that there will be a 65 percent chance of an
above normal tropical cyclone season with twelve to eighteen named storms. Six to ten
of the named storms could become hurricanes with three to six being a category 3
hurricane of higher. Seasonal averages are typically eleven named storms, six hurricanes,
and two major hurricanes. An above average season increases the chance for hurricanes
to make landfall, although this is not something that can be predicted with current
technology (NOAA, 2011).
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Modeling Techniques. Various dynamic statistics and meteorological units are
used to forecast hurricane movement and component characteristics. However, little is
known about wave heights produced by a tropical cyclone. There are two recognized
cyclonic wave forecast models, which include the complex spectral model and the
parametric models. Although parametric models are simpler, they can use a vast amount
of historical hurricane data that will give a much more comprehensive statistical analyses
(Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment, 2004).
The Monte Carlo approach. Most historical hurricane forecasting and
interpretation has taken into account past data and stays within known limits and
distributions. To enhance the accuracy of a prediction of storm surge, the Monte Carlo
Approach was developed to take into account the uncertainty of future tropical systems
by using a larger database of storm events and strength. This approach finds patterns that
can be associated with past storms to give a reasonable prediction. Using this approach
takes into account multiple variables, which are collected separately and are considered
statistically independent from one another (Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability
Assessment, 2004).
Data taken from previous hurricane occurrences that took place near Bermuda
found that the high waves and sea levels created tremendous conditions. High wind
speeds within a hurricane cause high waves. Inverse Barometric Pressure Rise (IBR) is
known to increase water levels essentially due to reduced weight on the ocean from
reduced atmospheric pressure immediately above it. IBR was one of the parameters
taken into account in the Monte Carlo Approach and is mostly prevalent in water that is
200 meters (656 ft.) in depth (Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment, 2004).
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Since 1900, Bermuda has had 115 storms pass within 300 km. From these actual
tropical cyclones, 200 synthetic storms were created from the data collected. The
analysis used the data from previous storms and altered intensities and storm paths. An
increase in hurricane occurrences is expected and predictions have been made till the year
2050. The Bermuda specific prediction estimates that tropical cyclones will increase to
13 every 10 years, up from 11 every 10 years, in the next 50 years. Wave heights
approaching Bermuda are the highest from the south and southeast due to the highest
wave heights emanating from a hurricane in the northeast quadrant which will affect the
islands south-east coastline. Other reasons include the fact that most hurricanes approach
Bermuda from a southerly direction, as well as the limited protection provided by coral
reefs and the shoreline boundary situation from deep water storm surge caused by a
hurricane (Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment, 2004).
Storm surge water levels. Limited research had been conducted on storm surge
and predicting storm surge levels before the Saffir-Simpson scale. The Saffir-Simpson
scale was the primary storm surge predictor to implement designs of coastal protection
structures and response to hurricanes based upon wind-speed and central pressure. It was
later found that a better way to predict storm surge was to not only take into consideration
storm intensity but also other complex factors (Irish, Resio & Ratcliff, 2008). Hurricane
storm surge is dependent on small sensitive changes such as minor changes in storm
intensity, forward speed, radius of maximum winds, angle of approaching storm, depth of
near shore water, central pressure (minimal impact), and characteristics of the impacted
coastal environment. This is evident from several examples of less powerful hurricanes,
according to the Saffir-Simpson scale, having dramatically higher storm surge compared
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to a more powerful hurricane due to the differences in these factors and conditions (NHC,
2010).
Other factors that may affect storm surge other than the size of an approaching
hurricane is the slope of the sea floor as it approaches land. The larger a hurricane is in
diameter will most likely result in a higher storm surge. A shallower, sloping sea floor
will cause higher storm surge than a steep sloping sea floor. Several examples of storm
size affecting storm surge include Hurricane Katrina of 2005, which NOAA rated as a
category 3 storm, compared to the smaller Hurricane Camille. These two factors provide
more realistic and accurate information on storm surge than simply using the SaffirSimpson scale. For a given hurricane intensity, storm surge could vary up to 30 percent
(Irish, Resio & Ratcliff, 2008).
In a study conducted for the Government of Bermuda, synthetic storms were
created in models that computed storm surge sea levels and did not factor in a specific
directional approach of a hurricane. These models assumed a predicted global sea level
rise (GSL) in the next 50 years to be 0.25 meters (0.82 feet). This prediction is on the
conservative side of forecast sea level rise and could be as much as approximately 0.6
meters (1.97 feet) more or less depending on the impact of climate change in the near
future. A GSL of this magnitude or higher will have a significant impact on the aviation
infrastructure in Bermuda due to the storm surge water levels reaching unprecedented
heights in a 1-in-150 year event (Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment,
2004).
To assess the vulnerability of Bermuda‟s airport, multiple factors such as the IBR,
GSL, tide heights, intensity of the storm, effects of inland regions of water (Castle
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Harbour) and the nearshore environment need to be taken into account. Previous studies
have compiled values that will be used to predict a worst-case scenario storm surge in the
Castle Harbour north region in a 1-in-50 year hurricane event. The values also include a
predicted worst-case scenario storm surge in the Castle Harbour north region with a 1-in150 year or major hurricane event. IBR is dependent on the pressure inside the storm.
The deeper the low pressure inside of the hurricane, the less weight is exerted on the
ocean causing it to increase the water level in that specific region. The closer to the
center of the low pressure, the higher the effect of IBR, which may create a dome of
water (Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment, 2004). Tide heights were
calculated by using mean higher high water (MHHW) measurement above mean sea level
(MSL) around Bermuda based on recorded data (NOAA Tides & Currents, 2011).
Hurricane Igor was Bermuda‟s most recent significant tropical cyclone and
occurred on September 20, 2010. Igor was a category 1 hurricane with a maximum tenminute wind of 59 knots measured at TXKF with an estimated 1 minute gust of 65 knots.
Estimated storm surge measured at a tidal gauge on the north coast of St. Georges Island
was 1.75 feet (0.53 meters). Since the measurement was on the leeward side of the island
when the storm affected the island, this storm surge measurement did not take into
account wave set-up and run-up (NHC, 2011).
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Figure 7. Storm surge schematic.

Figure 7 shows the minimum water level aspect of an extreme storm tide from a
tropical cyclone. The interaction of the strong wind driven current and coastline creates
storm surge, which raises the water level along the coast above its expected high tide
level. This is known as Still Water Level (SWL). The combination of swell and local
seas generate waves driven by extreme winds, which ride upon the SWL. During the
wave breaking process a segment of the energy is converted into wave setup that creates
a slightly higher Mean Water Level (MWL). The remaining forward energy is expended
by running up sloping beaches or land. Wave run-up may cause significant damage
through erosion or damage to structures (Harper, 2001).
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Nearshore transformation and storm surge. As waves approach from deepwater
regions toward any shoreline, waves increase in height due to wave energy contacting the
ocean floor forcing it to rise up. The height of a wave has a limited steepness and once
this point is reached, the waves will tumble or break. As the wave breaks, the kinetic
energy is changed to potential energy, which results in an increased water level. This is
known as wave set-up and is a portion of the storm surge occurrence. The strong wind
associated with a hurricane also causes an increase in water level through stress between
the shallow body of water and the wind in the nearshore environment. This is referred to
as wind set-up, which is yet another portion of storm surge. As previously discussed,
IBR is an added portion of storm surge (Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability
Assessment, 2004).
In the Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment, nearshore regions of
Bermuda‟s possible wind generated waves in coastal areas and inland regions were
calculated using Simulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN). SWAN used data from deepwater conditions for severe water level and waves. The deep water conditions were
transferred into the nearshore environment that simulated the multifaceted nearshore
processes which lead to storm surge. SWAN‟s set-up used measurements of water depth
around the Bermuda platform. To retrieve the water depth information several sources
were used including nautical charts for off-shore regions, inland waterways, and the
Northshore. LIDAR survey data were used for the rest of the regions. The model had
information beyond the continental shelf, which allowed the model to be run from deep
water (Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment, 2004).
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Nearshore transformation of storm surge wave run-up is dependent on the wave
height, slope, and roughness of the beach or structure which the wave run-up acts upon.
This is computed by finding the slope along the shoreline portion of the airport, which is
mainly beach due to the land reclaiming process, but also includes flat rocky areas where
revetments have been built. The wave run-up is also dependent upon wave height energy
in the specific region of the shoreline. Table 2 shows the ranges of run up heights that
were determined for the airport region. Due to the airport mainly being in a nearshore
inland area, the wave exposure is predominantly moderate to low. Only the eastern
portion of the airfield has high wave exposure, which is the approach end of Runway 30.
To determine potential inundation levels for Bermuda‟s airport, an additional static storm
surge of Castle Harbour North and ranges of wave run-up height will be calculated.

Table 2
Wave Run-up Heights as a Function of Wave Exposure
Wave Run-up Heights as a Function of Wave Exposure above Static Storm Surge around
the L. F. Wade International Airport
Shoreline Type
Slope Range
High
Moderate
Low
(V:H)
Beach
1:6 – 1:10
3.6 – 6.0
2.7 – 4.5
0.9 – 3.0
Flat Rocky
1:10 – 1:20
1.8 – 3.6
1.3 – 2.7
0.5 – 1.8
Note. Adapted from Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment, 2004.

Corrosion. Bermuda‟s airport facilities and structures may increasingly be
exposed to the marine environment and be subject to the power of its corrosion. Concrete
provides an increased alkaline environment that results in the formation of a film that
protects the steel inside the concrete from corrosion. Concrete in the marine environment
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has chloride ions that diffuse into the structures from the ocean. If the chloride solution
exceeds a threshold limit near the steel bar, the protective film breaks down and the steel
bars are no longer able to protect the steel bars from rust. The corrosion process of steel
bars in concrete has been studied for years. Recently, many comprehensive studies were
reported in technical writings to make clear the formation of corrosion cells in damaged
and undamaged concrete. The process for the formation of corrosion cells in solid uncracked concrete was based on the limited time and extended time of exposure in
laboratory marine tests. This explains the corrosion cell formation process and could
show the effects of exposed steel structures at Bermuda‟s L. F. Wade International
Airport providing a timeline of how quickly the structures would fail under this extreme
environment (Mohammed, Otsuki, & Hamada, 2003).
Summary
Bermuda‟s location and its airport‟s proximity, elevation and composition have
made it vulnerable. Using previous research on historical hurricane data from
occurrences, intensity, storm surge heights, GSL, and shoreline protection structures, we
can now investigate impacts and possible solutions for future events.
Research Questions
1.

Is the threat of hurricanes increasing in the Atlantic Basin?

2.

What does the tropical cyclone record reveal regarding tropical cyclones passing
near Bermuda?

3.

How will future sea level rise affect the L. F. Wade International Airport?

4.

What is the risk of the L. F. Wade International Airport being impacted by a
tropical cyclone event combined with global sea level rise?
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5.

What will be the options for the Department of Airport Operations to build
seawater protection to prevent or limit damage to airport facilities?
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Chapter III
Methodology
This study gathered data from the location of the L. F. Wade International Airport
and management using a combination of two instruments: risk assessment and interview.
This study was completed using the mixed-methods technique. Data gathered from the
Atlantic Basin and Bermuda‟s tropical cyclone history were examined for trends of
activity. Risk assessment was used to assess climate change impacts and determined the
perception of a need for sea level rise and storm surge protection around the airfield. The
information looked at the impact of future terminal development on the north-west corner
of the airfield. The data analysis also identified areas that needed further investigation.
Research Approach
Data analysis gave the researcher a reason to investigate the risk of tropical
cyclone damage in the future and candidates for an interview were selected. Persons of
particular interest were the Bermuda Government‟s Transportation Minister and the
Directors of the DAO and DCA. The persons of interest were interviewed. Data
acquisition and interview instruments were then interpreted to determine the need for and
challenges to implementing the storm surge protection around the airfield.
Data from survey information were used to determine the risk relative to the
facilities on the airfield. Also, the tidal data were compared to the new terminal‟s
designed elevation to assess risk of storm surge inundation in the 150 years.
As shown in Chapter II, climate change has and is predicted to provide increasing
sea levels in the next century. Airports across the globe which are at added risk to this
change in climate are predominately low elevation airports, similar to Bermuda‟s L. F.
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Wade International. Data were examined from the IPCC, the National Ocean and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), recorded tidal data from the Esso Pier north of St.
Georges Island, and data from the National Hurricane Center. Records of previous
hurricane storm surge were used to predict future events. Associated storm surge can
determine what level of risk the airfield and its facilities may be at in the next century.
Future development of any operation will take into consideration possible cost
implications of such factors (Parry, Canziani, Palutikof, van der Linden, & Hanson,
2007).
Design and procedures. Mixed methods research is a design which combines or
mixes qualitative and quantitative approaches into a single study. This use of mixed
methods designs in studies is being used more often by MSA students. However, it is a
relatively new research design. Creswell (2003) suggests there are 6 categories of mixed
method designs:
(a.) sequential explanatory strategy
(b.) sequential exploratory strategy
(c.) sequential transformative strategy
(d.) concurrent triangulation strategy
(e.) concurrent nested
(f.)

concurrent transformative strategy.
This study used the sequential explanatory design. The design consisted of

collection and analysis of quantitative data followed by the collection of qualitative data.
Priority was given to the quantitative data, but the data sets are analyzed together in
Chapter V. The main advantage of this type of mixed method design was that some of
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the surprising quantitative data was explained by the qualitative data that followed
(Creswell, 2003). The study‟s procedure is as follows:
1.

Quantitative data collection (e.g. tidal ranges, hurricane statistics, elevation of
airport, cost of airport facilities, sea level rise, hurricane storm surge, etc.)

2.

Quantitative data analysis (e.g. time series, trend analysis, correlation, linear
regression, etc.)

3.

Qualitative data collection (e.g. interview)

4.

Qualitative data analysis (e.g. explained any anomalies in the qualitative data)

5.

Interpretation of entire analysis (e.g. Chapter V of this study) (Creswell, 2003).
Within Bermuda, there has been little study into the risk of possible sea water

inundation of the L. F. Wade International Airport. By using quantitative data to analyze
this threat followed by qualitative research data to explore the best course of action was
the most useful for this study.
Apparatus and materials. The data collected in this study were used for a risk
analysis of the facilities and future facilities, such as the new terminal, at the L. F. Wade
International Airport. The following steps were deemed necessary to complete the study:
Attainment of data. Historic data from tropical cyclones in the past 150 years
impacting the Atlantic basin including:
1.

The number of tropical cyclones in the Atlantic basin and within 200 nm, 100 nm,
and 50 nm.

2.

Recorded storm surge levels of tropical cyclones that inundated Bermuda‟s airport
using historical data of storm surge data and MWL of previous studies. MWL
were calculated in previous studies using SWAN.
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3.

Sea level rise trend and predicted future rise trends. Three scenarios were used
including a best case scenario, a worst case scenario, and a middle scenario.

4.

Tide calculation used in previous studies to find MWL were used. MHHL above
MSL was used.
Analyze quantitative data. Time-series analysis was used to analyze total past

hurricanes in the Atlantic Basin. This data shows the trend in the number of hurricanes to
predict future storms to impact Bermuda‟s airport.
1.

T-test: two sample assuming equal variances analyzed total tropical cyclones in
the Atlantic basin. The analysis compared total tropical cyclones in a 25-year
period compared with the previous 25-year period. An example of the analysis is
total cyclones 1961-1985 compared with 1986-2010. The analysis will find if
there is a statistical significance in the data.

2.

GIS graphically depicts predicted worse-case and best-case scenarios for the
amount of sea level rise. This analyzed the impact of GSL on the island in the
next 30, 50, 100, and 150 years into the future.

3.

GIS will graphically depict effects of tide and GSL on known storm surge from
previous hurricanes event. This analysis calculated future total water levels
during various hurricane events. An analysis occurred over different time periods
in 30, 50, 100, and 150 year increments. Best and worst-case scenarios were
compiled using low and high tide, low and high predicted GSL, and predicted
storm surge for an approaching hurricane to Bermuda. Tropical cyclone events
included major events such as a Category 3, 4, and 5 on the Saffir-Simpson scale
and other events such as Category 1 and 2 and tropical storms.
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Analyze qualitative data. Compilation of a list of questions for the interview
based on quantitative data analysis.
1.

Preparation of the interview using experts to analyze quantitative data

2.

Execution of the interview

3.

Analyze qualitative data

4.

Interpret entire analysis (Creswell, 2003).
Storm surge variation. Storm surge varies depending on tropical cyclone size,

minor changes in storm intensity, forward speed, radius of maximum winds, angle of
approaching storm, depth of near shore water, central pressure (minimal impact), slope of
the sea floor as it approaches land. Also, characteristics of the impacted coastal
environment influences storm surge. Bermuda Coastal Vulnerability Assessment (2004)
took most of these factors into account and was used to predict future trends of storm
surge to affect Bermuda‟s airport.
NOAA‟s National Hurricane Center (NHC) and Coastal Services Center (CSC)
were used to collect past hurricane information and proximity to Bermuda. Calculating
potential future storm surge includes using wind speed, central pressure, speed and size
of storm, the angle at which the storm hits the coast line, and orientation of impacted
coastline. Physical observation of water level after a storm has passed, such as a debris
line, is also used (NHC, 2010).
Data Collection Device
Interview. The interview questions were developed specifically for the study and
the instruments used were designed to complement each other. The interview questions
addressed the study‟s research questions. The goal of the researcher was to gather
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qualitative data, which allowed participants to direct the dialogue and ask questions in
response to the data collected and analyzed in the earlier part of the study. The study‟s
interview questions are provided in Appendix A.
Instrument reliability. The researcher ensured reliability of the interview by
adjusting questions to yield consistent answers between practice participants. Feedback
was given by a focus group to ensure reliability.
Instrument validity. An aviation and meteorological oriented focus group was
used to ensure questions were effective and usable for the study.
Data Gathering Methods
The interviews were conducted over the phone to members of Bermuda‟s aviation
and political decision makers including the representative from the Bermuda Department
of Civil Aviation, BAS-Serco, the Shadow National Security Minister, the Director of the
Bermuda Weather Service and Bermuda‟s Minister of Transport. Coordination of the
interviews was done by phone and e-mail scheduled in advanced. Authorization to
conduct the interviews was accomplished in advance through appropriate chain of
command within the Government of Bermuda. The interviews were conducted between
the dates of June 3rd, 2011 and June 8 th, 2011.
The interviews were conducted in an environment which had the least amount of
distractions available. The participants were encouraged to disclose any relevant
information and the researcher used discretion to use follow-up questions based on the
answer provided.
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Treatment of the Data
Quantitative data. Data collected from the quantitative section of the study were
entered into a Microsoft Excel database and the GIS for storage and analysis. The
quantitative data were treated for correlation, regression, and trend analysis. GIS digital
terrain data (TIN model) used mapping data of the L. F. Wade International Airport and
surrounding area that was updated in 2003. Contours created on the mapping data were
created from photogrammetry of aerial photos. A 3-D analysis was produced using
ArcGIS version 9.3 The mapping data were obtained from John Arthur, who is the
mapping officer for the Government of Bermuda‟s Ministry of Environment, Planning
and Infrastructure Strategy. The digital mapping data were then used to simulate various
sea level rise scenarios and storm surge from possible future tropical cyclones.
Qualitative data. The researcher analyzed qualitative responses from the
interview to verify the intentional meaning of the participant. Once the meanings of the
qualitative responses were determined, responses were clustered together into mutual
themes. Occurrences of a similar theme were analyzed and discussed to provide valid
data.
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Chapter IV
Results
In this chapter, the quantitative data were collected including historical hurricanes
within the Atlantic Basin and analyzed. Another historical collection of tropical cyclones
impacting the island and airfield was collected and examined. The secondary data were
collected from a database put together by a division of NOAA, more specifically the
Coastal Services Center. Sea level rise predictions were then collected from various
sources of climate change science. Three general predictions were taken from different
interpretations of climate change and sea level predictions. The data collected depicts the
lowest prediction of sea level rise, the highest prediction of sea level rise, and a third
possibility of sea level rise in between.
To analyze data of sea level rise and storm surge of a hurricane, a GIS analysis
was used. Water levels from increased sea level rise and an approximate storm surge
height based on previous data were collected. Utilization of GIS mapping data was used
to analyze the airport area. The GIS was then used to graphically depict different
scenarios of predicted sea level rise with storm surge of hurricanes impacting the L. F.
Wade International Airport. The GIS results were prepared and organized for the
qualitative portion of the study.
The telephone interviews were used as the qualitative portion of the study. The
qualitative portion was accomplished on June 3rd, 6th, and 8th of 2011 after the GIS
analysis portion of the quantitative data was collected and sent to the participants for
review. The telephone interviews were conducted with various Bermudian
representatives including the Transport Minister and the Shadow National Security
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Minister. Other representatives in the interview included the Director of the Bermuda
Weather Service, the Department of Civil Aviation‟s Head of Operations, and a
representative from BAS-Serco. BAS-Serco provides many aviation services at the L. F.
Wade International Airport, which are vital to airlines and airport operations. The
participants were chosen to represent the various perspectives of aviation experts and
political decision makers in Bermuda.
Delimitations
This study encountered some delimitations including the GIS analysis which used
data analysis assumptions of storm surge based on SWAN models. This is the best
representation of static storm surge or MWL due to little data collected from previous
tropical cyclones. Not all participants answered a supplemental question concerning the
re-opening of a runway where taxiway Bravo is currently located. The interview analysis
may not be complete in regards to taxiway Bravo being re-opened as a runway. Attempts
to contact other aviation professionals at the Bermuda‟s L. F. Wade International Airport
were unsuccessful and had to be excluded from the interview portion. Secondary data
collected from NOAA for historical tropical cyclone counts may not include all tropical
cyclones before the 1950s and 60s due to lack of satellites. However, data for tropical
cyclones within the Atlantic basin were available and recorded accurately since the
1960s.
Previous Tropical Cyclones
Table B1 in Appendix B shows the number of tropical cyclones in the Atlantic
basin since 1861. This table is useful because it represents a timeline and raw data to be
used for further analysis to show possible trends of the occurrences. The most active
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single season on record during this period was in 2005 when there were 28 different
tropical cyclones. The least active season on record during this period was in 1914 with
one tropical cyclone.
A statistical methodology played an important role in identifying whether or not
there is any statistical significance between tropical cyclones in each set of year groups.
One of the most popular and useful tools within inferential statistics is the t-test, which
was used in this study with the level of significance (p) of .05. This t-test was performed
utilizing a data analysis function in Microsoft Office Excel 2007: t-test, two-sample
assuming equal variances. The t-test results are represented in Table 3 and 4. Table 3
shows differences between tropical cyclones between the years 1961-1985 compared
with 1986-2010. Table 4 shows the differences between tropical cyclones between the
years 1911-1960 and 1961-2010. The null hypothesis is that there was no difference
between Group‟s 1 and 2.
Table 3 depicts an analysis of the total number of tropical cyclones in a year and
split the total years creating two sets of tropical cyclone data. Table 3 shows the two
twenty-five year segments and the mean of each group. There were over 3 more tropical
cyclones on average from 1986-2010 compared to the 1961-1985. Standard Deviation
was 3.08 for 1961-1985, compared to 4.97. The variance was significant and showed a
higher standard deviation for 1986-2010 compared to 1961-1985. The total number of
hurricanes in 1986-2010, differed greatly from the mean of the group. This shows that
Group 2 had a greatly varying score each year tropical cyclones were recorded compared
to Group 1. The number of storms per year were closer to the mean in Group 1 (19611985). This shows that there were unusually high and low scores within each group‟s
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time period. Table 3 reveals the number of tropical cyclones per year between 19862010 exhibited a larger difference from the mean than 1961-1985.
There was a statistically significant difference between the two groups of data.
The hypothesized mean difference was zero meaning there was no difference in the
groups of data. The p-value is below the standard statistical significant cutoff and shows
that there is a less than five percent chance that there is no difference between the two
groups of data. For Table 3 the null hypothesis was rejected.

Table 3
Comparison of Tropical Cyclones Within the Atlantic Basin From 1961-1985 and 19862010 Using the t-test

Mean
Variance
Observations
Pooled Variance
Hypothesized Mean Difference
df
t Stat
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T<=t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail

Variable 1
9.6
9.5
25
17.12
0
48
-2.598
0.006
1.677
0.012
2.010

Variable 2
12.64
24.74
25

Table 4 depicts an analysis of the total number of tropical cyclones in a year and
split the total years creating two sets of tropical cyclone data. Table 4 shows the two fifty
year segments and the mean of each group. There were more tropical cyclones on
average from 1961-2010, compared to the 1911-1960. The standard deviation for 19111960 was 3.72, compared to 4.37 for 1961-2010. The variance was significant and
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showed a higher standard deviation for 1961-2010 compared to 1911-1960. The total
number of hurricanes in 1961-2010 differed greatly from the mean of the group. This
shows that Group 2 had a greatly varying score each year tropical cyclones were recorded
compared to Group 1. The number of storms per year was closer to the mean in Group 1.
This shows that there were unusually high and low scores within the group time period,
but there was a larger difference from the mean of Group 2. Table 4 indicates the number
of tropical cyclones per year from 1961-2010 displayed a larger difference from the mean
than 1911-1960.
There was a statistically significant difference between the two groups of data.
The hypothesized mean difference was zero meaning there was no difference in the
groups of data. The p-value is below the standard statistical significant cutoff and shows
that there is a less than five percent chance that there is no difference between the two
groups of data. For Table 4 the null hypothesis was rejected.

Table 4
Comparison of Tropical Cyclones Within the Atlantic Basin From 1911-1960 and 19612010 Using the t-test

Mean
Variance
Observations
Pooled Variance
Hypothesized Mean Difference
df
t Stat
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T<=t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail

Variable 1
8.52
13.847
50
16.487
0
98
-3.202
0.001
1.661
0.002
1.984

Variable 2
11.12
19.128
50
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Table 5 shows the number of tropical cyclones Bermuda has encountered within
200 nm. The total number of cyclones means that Bermuda could expect an average of at
least one tropical cyclone coming within 200 nm every year in the near future.

Table 5
Number of Tropical Cyclones Within 200 nm of Bermuda Since 1861
Category
5
4
3
2
1
Tropical Storm
Total:

Number
0
7
21
36
35
63
162

Table 6 shows the number of tropical cyclones within 100 nm of Bermuda for the
past 150 years. This shows that an average of over 1 tropical cyclone coming within 100
nm of Bermuda every 2 years.

Table 6
Number of Tropical Cyclones within 100 nm of Bermuda since 1861
Category
5
4
3
2
1
Tropical Storm
Total:

Number
0
3
14
20
21
28
86
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Table 7 shows the number of hurricanes within 50 nm of Bermuda since 1861.
Depending on the direction of the hurricane or tropical storm, impacts felt that came
within this proximity to the island were likely to have been disruptive on everyday life
especially on aviation operations. The two recorded category 4 hurricanes were in the
years 1926 and 1939.

Table 7

Number of Tropical Cyclones within 50 nm of Bermuda since 1861
Category
5
4
3
2
1
Tropical Storm
Total:

Number
0
2
6
8
9
15
40

The following figures show a linear regression analysis of number of tropical
cyclone events in the past 150, 100, 50, and 30 years with a correlation analysis. Figures
8 through 11 depict a five year average of tropical cyclones within the Atlantic basin.
The five year average is depicted as an average for the beginning of the five year time
period and is the average for the four years after. An example being that the average for
2006-2010 time period is depicted as 2006. The correlation of determination or the
square of the correlation coefficient shows the variance in the number of tropical
cyclones in the Atlantic basin can be explained by the variance of increased time.
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The correlation of determination is also depicted in Figures 8 through 11. Figure
8 shows that there is a 44.5% chance that the variance of an increase in number of
tropical cyclones can be explained by the variance of an increase in time. The linear
regression line depicts a trend of increased tropical cyclones with time. This is especially
true within Figure 11 depicting the last 30 years, which shows the highest r-squared
value. The r-squared value of .6758 means that 67.6% of the variance in the number of
tropical cyclones can be explained by the variance of years. The more the two variables
are correlated, the higher the chance that an increase in years will result in an increase in
tropical cyclones. The linear regression shows a very strong positive correlation
coefficient between an increase in time and the number of tropical cyclones in the
Atlantic basin for tropical cyclones in the past thirty years. The higher r-squared value
means that the trend to more tropical cyclones is rising with time as shown in Figure 11,
compared to Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Number of tropical cyclones in the Atlantic Basin since 1861 with 5 year
running average.
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Figure 9. Number of tropical cyclones in the Atlantic Basin since 1911 with 5 year
running average.
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Figure 10. Number of tropical cyclones in the Atlantic Basin since 1961 with 5 year
running average.
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Figure 11. Number of tropical cyclones in the Atlantic Basin since 1981 with 5 year
running average.

Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge Calculation
Scenario 1. SLR of 1.5 meters in 100 years and a direct hit from a hurricane.
Tables 8 through 12 show the combination of SLR and expected static storm surge for
each category hurricane. Total water level is also referred to as MWL.
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Table 8
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 1 and Category 1
Hurricane
Previous Net Sea Level Static Storm Total Water
Period (years) Prediction (m) study SLR
Rise
Surge Cat. 1
Level
2025
0.375
0.125
0.25
0.75
1
2050
0.75
0.125
0.625
0.75
1.375
2075
1.125
0.125
1
0.75
1.75
2100
1.5
0.25
1.25
0.75
2
Note. Assumes worst case scenario SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda
Vulnerabiity assessment (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR estimations.) Net Sea level
rise equals predicted sea level rise for given scenario minus the Bermuda Coastal Erosion
Vulnerability Assessment (2004) sea level rise estimate. Hurricane Igor 2010 storm surge
=.51 m HAT (height above tide) not direct hit. Assumes .75 meters static storm surge for
direct hit from Cat 1.Total water level = Net Sea Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).

Table 9
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 1 and Category 2
Hurricane
Previous Net Sea Level Static Storm Total Water
Period (years) Prediction (m) study SLR
Rise
Surge Cat. 2
Level
2025
0.375
0.125
0.25
1.25
1.5
2050
0.75
0.125
0.625
1.25
1.875
2075
1.125
0.125
1
1.25
2.25
2100
1.5
0.25
1.25
1.25
2.5
Note. Assumes worst case scenario SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda
Vulnerabiity assessment (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR estimations.) Net Sea level
rise equals predicted sea level rise for given scenario minus the Bermuda Coastal Erosion
Vulnerability Assessment (2004) sea level rise estimate. Cat 3 storm surge = 1.8 meters
Cat 1 is approx 0.75 meters. Therefore assumes Cat 2 1.25 meters. Total water level =
Net Sea Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).
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Table 10
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 1 and Category 3
Hurricane
Period
Prediction
Previous
Net Sea
Static Storm Total Water
(years)
(m)
study SLR
Level Rise
Surge Cat. 3
Level
2025
0.375
0.125
0.25
1.8
2.05
2050
0.75
0.125
0.625
1.8
2.425
2075
1.125
0.125
1
1.8
2.8
2100
1.5
0.25
1.25
1.8
3.05
Note. Assumes worst case scenario SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda
Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004) (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR
estimations.) Net Sea level rise equals predicted sea level rise for given scenario minus
the Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004) sea level rise estimate.
Total water level = Net Sea Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).

Table 11
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 1 and Category 4
Hurricane
Period
Prediction
Previous
Net Sea
Static Storm Total Water
(years)
(m)
study SLR
Level Rise Surge Cat. 4
Level
2025
0.375
0.125
0.25
2.3
2.55
2050
0.75
0.125
0.625
2.3
2.925
2075
1.125
0.125
1
2.3
3.3
2100
1.5
0.25
1.25
2.3
3.55
Note. Assumes worst case scenario SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda
Vulnerabiity assessment (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR estimations.) Assumes direct
hit in worst case scenario of Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004).
Net Sea level rise equals predicted sea level rise for given scenario minus the Bermuda
Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004) sea level rise estimate. Total water
level = Net Sea Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).
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Table 12
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 1 and Category 5
Hurricane
Period
Prediction
Previous
Net Sea
Static Storm Total Water
(years)
(m)
study SLR
Level Rise Surge Cat. 5
Level
2025
0.375
0.125
0.25
2.8
3.05
2050
0.75
0.125
0.625
2.8
3.425
2075
1.125
0.125
1
2.8
3.8
2100
1.5
0.25
1.25
2.8
4.05
Note. Assumes worst case scenario SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda
Vulnerabiity assessment (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR estimations.) Cat. 5 Static
storm surge is assumed to be aprox 2.8 meters due to Cat 4 = 2.3 meters. Net Sea level
rise equals predicted sea level rise for given scenario minus the Bermuda Coastal Erosion
Vulnerability Assessment (2004) sea level rise estimate. Total water level = Net Sea
Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).

Scenario 2. SLR of 1.14 meters by 2100 years and a direct hit from a hurricane.
Tables below show the combination of SLR and expected static storm surge for each
category hurricane. Total water level is also refferred to as MWL.

Table 13
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 2 and Category 1
Hurricane
Period
Prediction
Previous
Net Sea
Static Storm Total Water
(years)
(m)
study SLR Level Rise Surge Cat. 1
Level
2025
0.18
0.125
0.055
0.75
0.805
2050
0.48
0.125
0.355
0.75
1.105
2075
0.78
0.125
0.655
0.75
1.405
2100
1.14
0.25
0.89
0.75
1.64
Note. Assumes scenario 2 SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda Vulnerabiity
assessment (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR estimations.) Assumes direct hit in worst
case scenario of Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004). Net Sea
level rise equals predicted sea level rise for given scenario minus the Bermuda Coastal
Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004) sea level rise estimate. Total water level = Net
Sea Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).
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Table 14
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 2 and Category 2
Hurricane
Period
Prediction
Previous
Net Sea
Static Storm Total Water
(years)
(m)
study SLR Level Rise Surge Cat. 2
Level
2025
0.18
0.125
0.055
1.25
1.305
2050
0.48
0.125
0.355
1.25
1.605
2075
0.78
0.125
0.655
1.25
1.905
2100
1.14
0.25
0.89
1.25
2.14
Note. Assumes scenario 2 SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda Vulnerabiity
assessment (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR estimations.) Assumes direct hit in worst
case scenario of Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004). Net Sea
level rise equals predicted sea level rise for given scenario minus the Bermuda Coastal
Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004) sea level rise estimate. Total water level = Net
Sea Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).

Table 15
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 2 and Category 3
Hurricane
Period
Prediction
Previous
Net Sea
Static Storm Total Water
(years)
(m)
study SLR Level Rise Surge Cat. 3
Level
2025
0.18
0.125
0.055
1.8
1.855
2050
0.48
0.125
0.355
1.8
2.155
2075
0.78
0.125
0.655
1.8
2.455
2100
1.14
0.25
0.89
1.8
2.69
Note. Assumes scenario 2 SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda Vulnerabiity
assessment (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR estimations.) Assumes direct hit in worst
case scenario of Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004). Net Sea
level rise equals predicted sea level rise for given scenario minus the Bermuda Coastal
Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004) sea level rise estimate. Total water level = Net
Sea Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).
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Table 16
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 2 and Category 4
Hurricane
Period
Prediction
Previous
Net Sea
Static Storm Total Water
(years)
(m)
study SLR Level Rise Surge Cat. 4
Level
2025
0.18
0.125
0.055
2.3
2.355
2050
0.48
0.125
0.355
2.3
2.655
2075
0.78
0.125
0.655
2.3
2.955
2100
1.14
0.25
0.89
2.3
3.19
Note. Assumes scenario 2 SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda Vulnerabiity
assessment (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR estimations.) Assumes direct hit in worst
case scenario of Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004). Net Sea
level rise equals predicted sea level rise for given scenario minus the Bermuda Coastal
Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004) sea level rise estimate. Total water level = Net
Sea Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).

Table 17
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 2 and Category 5
Hurricane
Period
Prediction
Previous
Net Sea
Static Storm Total Water
(years)
(m)
study SLR Level Rise Surge Cat. 5
Level
2025
0.18
0.125
0.055
2.8
2.855
2050
0.48
0.125
0.355
2.8
3.155
2075
0.78
0.125
0.655
2.8
3.455
2100
1.14
0.25
0.89
2.8
3.69
Note. Assumes scenario 2 SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda Vulnerabiity
assessment (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR estimations.) Assumes direct hit in worst
case scenario of Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004). Net Sea
level rise equals predicted sea level rise for given scenario minus the Bermuda Coastal
Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004) sea level rise estimate. Total water level = Net
Sea Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).

Scenario 3. SLR of .4375 in 100 years (IPCC central prediction = .393 by 2100 =
4.375 mm per year) and a direct hit from a hurricane. Tables 18 through 22 show the
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combination of SLR and expected static storm surge for each category hurricane. Total
water level is also refferred to as MWL.

Table 18
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 3 and Category 1
Hurricane
Period
Prediction
Previous
Net Sea
Static Storm Total Water
(years)
(m)
study SLR Level Rise Surge Cat. 1
Level
2025
0.127
0.125
0.002
0.75
0.752
2050
0.255
0.125
0.13
0.75
0.88
2075
0.255
0.125
0.13
0.75
0.88
2100
0.393
0.25
0.143
0.75
0.893
Note. Assumes scenario 3 SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda Coastal
Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004) (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR
estimations.) Assumes direct hit in worst case scenario of Bermuda Coastal Erosion
Vulnerability Assessment (2004). Net Sea level rise equals predicted sea level rise for
given scenario minus the Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004), sea
level rise estimate. Total water level = Net Sea Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).

Table 19
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 3 and Category 2
Hurricane
Period
Prediction
Previous
Net Sea
Static Storm
Total Water
(years)
(m)
study SLR Level Rise Surge Cat. 2
Level
2025
0.127
0.125
0.002
1.25
1.252
2050
0.255
0.125
0.13
1.25
1.38
2075
0.255
0.125
0.13
1.25
1.38
2100
0.393
0.25
0.143
1.25
1.393
Note. Assumes scenario 3 SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda Vulnerabiity
assessment (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR estimations.) Assumes direct hit in worst
case scenario of Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004). Net Sea
level rise equals predicted sea level rise for given scenario minus the Bermuda Coastal
Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004), sea level rise estimate. Total water level = Net
Sea Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).
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Table 20
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 3 and Category 3
Hurricane
Period
Prediction
Previous
Net Sea
Static Storm
Total Water
(years)
(m)
study SLR Level Rise Surge Cat. 3
Level
2025
0.127
0.125
0.002
1.8
1.802
2050
0.255
0.125
0.13
1.8
1.93
2075
0.255
0.125
0.13
1.8
1.93
2100
0.393
0.25
0.143
1.8
1.943
Note. Assumes scenario 3 SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda Vulnerabiity
assessment (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR estimations.) Assumes direct hit in worst
case scenario of Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004), . Net Sea
level rise equals predicted sea level rise for given scenario minus the Bermuda Coastal
Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004), sea level rise estimate. Total water level = Net
Sea Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).

Table 21
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 3 and Category 4
Hurricane
Period
Prediction
Previous
Net Sea
Static Storm
Total Water
(years)
(m)
study SLR Level Rise Surge Cat. 4
Level
2025
0.127
0.125
0.002
2.3
2.302
2050
0.255
0.125
0.13
2.3
2.43
2075
0.255
0.125
0.13
2.3
2.43
2100
0.393
0.25
0.143
2.3
2.443
Note. Assumes scenario 3 SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda Vulnerabiity
assessment (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR estimations.) Assumes direct hit in worst
case scenario of Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004). Net Sea
level rise equals predicted sea level rise for given scenario minus the Bermuda Coastal
Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004), sea level rise estimate. Total water level = Net
Sea Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).
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Table 22
MWL for Sea Level Rise and Static Storm Surge for Scenario 3 and Category 5
Hurricane
Period
Prediction
Previous
Net Sea
Static Storm
Total Water
(years)
(m)
study SLR Level Rise Surge Cat. 5
Level
2025
0.127
0.125
0.002
2.8
2.802
2050
0.255
0.125
0.13
2.8
2.93
2075
0.255
0.125
0.13
2.8
2.93
2100
0.393
0.25
0.143
2.8
2.943
Note. Assumes scenario 3 SLR. Assumes static storm surge from Bermuda Vulnerabiity
assessment (includes tide, IBR, previous SLR estimations.) Assumes direct hit in worst
case scenario of Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004). Net Sea
level rise equals predicted sea level rise for given scenario minus the Bermuda Coastal
Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004), sea level rise estimate. Total water level = Net
Sea Level Rise + static storm surge (meters).

GIS Data Collection
These data were collected and analyzed using Geographic Information System
(GIS) mapping data for the Bermuda L. F. Wade International Airport. The GIS data
were attained from the Government of Bermuda‟s Mapping Officer. The purpose of the
study was to find a practical solution to ensuring a sustainable aviation infrastructure into
the future while taking into account projections of sea level rise and storm surge.
Figures below show scenarios of MWLs through projections of sea level rise and
expected MWLs for a tropical cyclone directly impacting the island from now until the
year 2100. Figure 12 shows a past tropical cyclone event of 2003. MWL does not show
the actual point storm surge will reach. Although Figure 12 shows a MWL, it depicts a
water level below what was actually recorded and felt during Fabian at the Bermuda‟s
International Airport at the time. This is due to not taking into account the wave run-up
effect due to the dissipation of forward energy from waves running up a coastline.
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= Current land area
= Current water area
= Sea level and storm surge
= Current operational buildings and active runway
= Future terminal area
Figure 12. Hurricane Fabian‟s 1.8 meter rise in MWL.

All static storm surge MWLs were based on a previous study done for the
Government of Bermuda. The Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment
(2004) calculated static storm surge data by using a model to simulate waves named
SWAN (Simulating Waves Nearshore). Using SWAN, interpolation, and data attained
from previous hurricanes, static storm surge was given a value to each category of
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hurricane (ex. Category 3 = 1.8 meters). Hurricane categories are based on the SaffirSimpson scale commonly used to measure hurricane intensity.
The GIS mapping data took expected normal high tide level and expected tropical
cyclone „storm surge‟ plus a wave setup factor from extreme wind. The combination of
factors were used to depict the MWL at specifc regions of coast line around the airfield.
This was then adjusted for three current projections of sea level rise. This analysis used
static storm surge data for Castle Habour North. Static storm surge was based on data
attained from the Bermuda Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Assessment (2004).
Scenarios of Future Sea Level Rise
3 estimates of sea level rise were used from the most recent research articles of climate
change and sea level rise.
Scenario:
1.

Worst case scenario: Sea level rise of 1.5 meters by 2100 (Grinsted, A., Moore, J.
C. & Jefrejeva, 2009)

2.

Middle scenario: Sea level rise of 1.14 meters by 2100 (Vermeer, & Rahmstorf,
2009)

3.

Best case scenario: 0.393 meters by 2100. Intergovernmental panel on Climate
Change central estimate (IPCC).
The GIS depiction assumes that only the airport area is being analyzed only (not

surrounding areas such as St. David‟s and St. Georges). The scenario of 1.8 meter sea
level rise from a direct hit of Category 3 hurricane does not take into account future sea
level rise effects on a similar storm impacting the airfield. Storm surge includes static
storm surge for Castle Harbour North during a direct hit from a Category “3” on the
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Saffir-Simpson scale. The data do not show or account for wave run-up action for
affected area. The southern portion of airport will be particularly susceptible to wave
run-up and erosion.
Wave run-up effect for Fabian saw the debris line reaching beyond the MWL
depicted in Figure 12. Water reached onto the active runway due to the wave-runup.
Service roads and significant damage occurred at L. F. Wade International Airport‟s civil
terminal during this event. Erosion was also an issue with service roads and other
operational equipment being destroyed during the hurricane.
Similar damage could occur in the future during weaker storms due to increased
sea level. This could occur from:


Direct hit from Category 3 today



Direct hit from Category 2 in 2040 (scenario 1)



Direct hit from Category 1 in 2080 (scenario 1)



Direct hit from Category 2 in 2040 (scenario 1)



Direct hit from Category 2 in 2065 (scenario 2)

Scenario A
Figure 13 shows airport exposed to 2.25 meter above current MWL. This could
occur from:


Direct hit from Category 4 hurricane today



Direct hit from Category 3 hurricane in 2030 (scenario 1)



Direct hit from Category 3 hurricane in 2050 (scenario 2)



Direct hit from Category 2 hurricane in 2075 (scenario 1)



Direct hit from Category 2 hurricane in 2100 (scenario 2)
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= Current land area
= Current water area
= Sea level and storm surge
= Current operational buildings and active runway
= Future terminal area

Figure 13. 2.25 meter rise in MWL.
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The GIS depiction assumes that only the airport area is being analyzed (not
surrounding areas such as St. David‟s and St. Georges). Storm surge includes static
storm surge for Castle Harbour North during a direct hit from a Category “3” on the
Saffir-Simpson scale. The data do not show or account for wave run-up action for
affected area. The southern portion of airport will be susceptible to wave run-up and
erosion.
Figure 13 depicts the MWL from a direct hit Category 4 hurricane during the
present day. Or a similar scenario could occur if a Category 3 hurricane similar to Fabian
occurred in the year 2030. This later scenario includes worst-case scenario sea level rise.
The new terminal, old terminal, and much of the operational runway would be
underwater and most likely damaged beyond repair similar to the service roads near
Castle Harbour after Fabian.
Scenario B
Figure 14 shows airport exposed to 2.55 meters MWL. This could occur from:


Category 5 hurricane today (estimated to be static storm surge of 2.8 meters)



Direct hit from Category 4 hurricane in 2025 (scenario 1)



Direct hit from Category 3 hurricane in 2060 (scenario 1)



Direct hit from Category 3 hurricane in 2080 (scenario 2)



Direct hit from Category 2 hurricane in 2100 (scenario 1)
The GIS depiction assumes that only the airport area is being analyzed (not

surrounding areas such as St. David‟s and St. Georges). Storm surge includes static
storm surge for Castle Harbour North during a direct hit from a tropical cyclone. The
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data do not show or account for wave run-up action for affected area. The southern
portion of airport and St. Davids Island will be susceptible to wave run-up and erosion.

= Current land area
= Current water area
= Sea level and storm surge
= Current operational buildings and active runway
= Future terminal area
Figure 14. 2.55 meter rise in MWL.

Scenario C:
Figure 15 shows Airport exposed to 3.1 meters MWL. This could occur from:
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Direct hit from Category 5 in 2030 (scenario 1)



Direct hit from Category 4 in 2060 (scenario 1)



Direct hit from Category 3 in 2100 (scenario 1)



Direct hit from Category 2 in 2140 (scenario 1)



Direct hit from Category 5 in 2040 (scenario 2)



Direct hit from Category 4 in 2090 (scenario 2)
The GIS depiction assumes that only the airport area is being analyzed (not

surrounding areas such as St. David‟s and St. Georges). Storm surge includes static
storm surge for Castle Harbour North during a direct hit from a tropical cyclone. The
data do not show or account for wave run-up action for affected area. The southern
portion of airport and St. Davids Island will be susceptible to wave run-up and erosion.
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= Current land area
= Current water area
= Sea level and storm surge
= Current operational buildings and active runway
= Future terminal area
Figure 15. 3.1 meter rise in MWL.

Scenario D:
Figure 16 shows the airport exposed to 4.05 meter MWL. This would occur from
a combination of worst-case scenarios including sea level rise and being directly hit by a
Category 5 hurricane in 2100 under scenario 1.
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The GIS depiction assumes that only the airport area is being analyzed (not
surrounding areas such as St. David‟s and St. Georges). Scenario of 2 meter sea level
rise (predicted in 150 years) in addition to 2.3 meters of storm surge. Storm surge
includes static storm surge for Castle Harbour North during a direct hit from a Category
“4” on the Saffir-Simpson scale. The data do not show or account for wave run-up action
for affected area. The southern portion of airport and St. Davids Island will be
susceptible to wave run-up. MWL for this scenario will completely inundate the airport.
Areas not completely underwater in this scenario includes areas of the airport land
reclaiming facility, roofs of the civil air terminal, BAS-Serco, and the mail center at the
L. F. Wade International Airport. The Longtail Aviation hangar will also be at danger.
The area for future air terminal would also be impacted.
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= Current land area
= Current water area
= Sea level and storm surge
= Current operational buildings and active runway
= Future terminal area
Figure 16. 4.3 meter rise in MWL.

Interview Questions
Below shows the interview questions used to answer the research questions based
on the GIS data and scenario data collected. GIS depictions used were Figures 12
through 16 to graphically show sea level rise combined with storm surge. Interviews were
conducted over the phone with 5 participants in total.
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1.

Do you think that Bermuda‟s L. F. Wade International Airport is at risk?

2.

How important do you view the role of aviation infrastructure is to Bermuda and
its economic wellbeing?

3.

What concerns you the most about the GIS depiction of possible sea level rise and
tropical cyclone outcomes shown above?

4.

After looking at future projections for climate change, do you believe the airport‟s
current facilities (i.e. ILS, navigational aids, runways, taxiways, etc.) are in
danger of being inundated?

5.

Please describe your current knowledge of the L. F. Wade International Airport‟s
plan to build a new terminal. When do you think the project will break ground?

6.

With plans to build a new civil terminal, do you believe current plans will be in
danger from seawater inundation?

7.

In your professional opinion, do you believe sea protection is necessary for the L.
F. Wade International Airport to avoid air traffic interruption after future
hurricanes?

8.

In your professional opinion, do you believe sea protection is necessary for the L.
F. Wade International Airport to avoid significant costs from a hurricane hitting
the island in the future?

9.

a.

If yes: How soon would you implement protection?

b.

If no: Why not?

If the island had to build seawater protection for the airport, what would be the
best option?
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a.

Examples: Revetments, sea walls, break waters, levies, raising the airport

through more land reclamation?
Interview Answers
To keep confidentiality of participants, names and titles were not used to identify
a particular set of answers. The following is a paraphrased summary of the questions
answered over a telephone conversation by each participant based on the interview
questions.
Participant 1.
1.

Yes, quite simply we are at risk.

2.

It is important since we (Bermuda) only have one runway, we are vulnerable.
Very reliant on short term, communications, goods, business, pleasure (traveling
public), tourism. Leaves Island with only boats to transport goods and services.
It is highly important for international tourism and communication. We
(Bermuda) would/could take what we have and look at alternative aviation
solutions.

3.

My biggest concern is that isolation from the rest of the world and dependence on
sea transport. Bermuda should look at operations on grass for aircraft operations.

4.

All at risk however, technology moving towards more space based navigational
aids, less risk. Biggest risk in future would be runway, taxiway, and the
processing of people and cargo facilities. Wiring and communication equipment
is above sea level rise.

5.

The new terminal is still in the planning stage, hasn‟t gone beyond that due to
global economics. The Government may rethink the terminal plan.
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6.

Yes in danger, exposed (to water levels) from grotto bay side.

7.

Ideal to have but not a necessity. Risk analysis, cost-benefit analysis would have
to be done. Main runway is not ICAO complaint with south portion of runway by
some 10 meters. Estimate done to make it complaint by filling in area (land
reclamation) was a fortune. Need to have for better protection for runway.

8.

Not needed all around the airport. Just solution they use in the UK similar to
break waters.

9.

Land reclamation is not solution. Revetments in certain areas would due from the
Airport dumb to the „Finger‟ then again along the southern portion of the runway.
Don‟t know how protect terminal completely. Possibly move essential services
such as check in counters, computers, etc up to second level. Leave the airport
shops, coffee shops, and restaurants on first level. This will mean less risk to
expensive equipment and associated systems.
Taxiway Bravo. Taxiway Bravo may be used as an alternative or additional

runway in the future like in the past. (Taxiway Bravo) would need to be certified and set
up lighting, etc. Is a possibility.
Participant 2.
1.

Yes, from storm surge and sea level on the runway, terminal, and taxiways, etc.
No question there is a risk. High vulnerability. No proper hazard assessment of
airport (before this study).

2.

Vital, at a stage where main pillar of economy is international business. Which
relies heavily on aviation transportation to travel and therefore the Islands
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aviation infrastructure. International business is the top of the list of importance
for the economy followed by everything else.
3.

All of it concerns me, both the storm surge and sea level rise.

4.

Yes, from storm surge. The facilities are already in danger. Proof of that from
Hurricane Fabian, which inundated many of the airport equipment.

5.

It‟s a plan that was created a few years ago under a different political regime.
New leadership of the Government of Bermuda and economic climate may not
have it come to fruition. Dependent on the government other planned initiatives
including the hospital, causeway. In summary not anytime soon.

6.

Yes, however area of new terminal is under less threat to storm surge due to lack
of exposure to Castle Harbour. If causeway was taken out it would change due to
more water passing through ferry reach. If terminal was moved under less threat.

7.

Already has been some put in place since Fabian. A berm extending from the
terminal extending until the airport dump. Ideal scenario is not to have the airport
and terminal where it is today. This solution is not cost effective assuming that
inundation seawater will run-off after the hurricane past. If sea level rise would
put airport and terminal under water without a storm (just sea level rise alone) sea
protection would be insufficient. Effect would be similar to New Orleans where
city, in our case the airport, would below sea level. Protection would be
insufficient with current airport configuration. Airport will be a big problem with
a great sea level rise. Would be forced to have new location of elevation of
airport.
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8.

Would be a huge cost, have to take into account the risk vs. cost. Specifically
from storms. Not a viable option but desirable due to cost. Break up wave energy
would be useful. Breaking up wave action would limit debris reaching the
terminal. Due to water carrying debris increasing damage that can occur, such as
broken doors, windows, etc. No sea level scenario puts airport in immediate
danger in our lifetime. Would make it hard to justify to any government without
definite evidence. Political factor would stop it due to the mass amounts for
public spending (tax payer) needed. It would take an extreme event for the public
to want to take action.

9.

Breakwater would be a viable option to break up wave energy. Could be a nonpermanent structure that could be repaired after storms. Would be relatively
cheaply installed and reinstalled. If constantly hit by hurricanes a more
permanent solution could be used.
Taxiway Bravo. Depends on aircraft island wants to have flying in. Could be

more protected from storm surge from Castle Harbour. Would have to downgrade size of
aircraft. Would be a good idea and option in addition to current operational runway not a
replacement.
Participant 3.
1.

There‟s certainly a potential.

2.

This factor is the most important in my opinion. The airport is vital and critical to
our wellbeing. Flights cancelled due to various outages after Fabian. Fabians
storm surge damaged navigational aids, terminal and causeway. The airport
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shutdown led to cancellation of many flights. It is vital and critical to protect our
aviation infrastructure.
3.

Potential for damage and impact on operations is a tremendous concern. Had
experience with man hurricanes over the year and is aware of the damage they can
cause. Frequency is relatively low year to year, has made people lackadaisical
between hurricanes. People are becoming immune to damage. Forgetting about
Fabian.

4.

No expert, but common sense approach is to look at the potential and risk. Due to
the risk being there it is vital and critical to keep operation going without
interruption as it is our only real lifeline to the rest of the world. Prior planning
needs to be done in prevention efforts. As our only real lifeline, we must continue
to do what we can to protect ourselves. Erosion factor is important as well,
important to look at where we were and compare to present day.

5.

Don‟t know what current plan is. It‟s still very much in the air and the plans can
be changed. The expense of the project hasn‟t been budgeted for not anytime
soon. Opportunity for one project to leap frog the other (causeway and airport
terminal). Airport plan might be further along than causeway. Current airport
terminal in not that bad of shape but not too sure about other critical infrastructure
on the airfield.

6.

Yes, it is certainly necessary to afford some sort of protection for the airport.
People were amazed when the water level of hurricane Fabian went up so high
that things were inundated. Fabian whipped up the seas for days before the actual
storm happened. Its effect was catastrophic because of its approach path and
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relatively slow speed over the island. Threat to the island airport cannot be
marginalized. We need to take every precaution necessary to manage the threat.
7.

We do need to get sea protection

8.

Same as 7 – by taking advice from outside expert sources in not only the climate
change community but aviation community to get effective work done.
Witnessed too many projects over the years that were either ineffective or a waste
of dollars. There was some efforts and work done after Fabian that has been done
well with the right approach.

9.

No expert, prefer not to comment. Could be a combination of the example
mentioned. We should take best approach with a concerted look and the
strategies taken which should be well planned by experts.
Taxiway Bravo. Running a business makes it importance of having a backup.

It‟s important to have backups to everything you do. Without them it could result in
stoppage of the operation and it can be extremely difficult to get traffic back to where it
was before the stoppage. Example – Years ago, there was a sinkhole in the operational
runway. Aircraft were still able to land due to the length of the runway and the sinkhole
was near the end of the runway. Since the current runway is so exposed and the potential
for seawater inundation is there, another runway would be beneficial.
Participant 4.
1.

Yes, under certain conditions. Conditions mainly to do with weather

2.

Airport is critical to the nation, only air gateway to outside world. Nature of
today‟s economy makes it critical
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3.

Possible outcome concerns. The data is speculative. If all true than there are
things to be concerned about. The results are based on a lot of forecasting of sea
level rise and storm surge. Concern is quite speculative. More research needs to
be done in this area.

4.

Based on future projection – yes airport is at danger to storm surge/ flooding.
Need to carry out more sophisticated risk analysis into how likely these scenarios
are to happen.

5.

I saw the draft/master plan 5 years ago. Unknown when breaking ground will
actually happen. The high cost of the plan, the finance is a major factor.
Especially during this current economic climate its not known when plans will
move forward. It is challenging to put together with current economic climate.

6.

Before study, wasn‟t aware of new terminal area being at risk due to its elevation
above sea level. Based on scenarios would be a threat however much more on the
Castle Harbour side.

7.

Yes, but risk assessment needs to be done in more detail. Each hurricane event is
very different. Sea protection on south side of airport (Castle Harbour) would be
first. More analysis needed. Since Fabian, a seawall or berm was put in place
near the terminal building. Similar construction technique near the runway would
add protection.

8.

Similar to question 7. The costs for engineering would be huge. More up to date
modeling needed. Significant cost, more study needs to be done before decision
can be made. I don‟t see any significant sea level rise for at least 40 years in all
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scenarios. This suggests that there is no need to do anything about the scenarios
immediately.
9.

Can‟t comment on this question because I‟m not an engineer. The reinforced sea
wall/berm already done by terminal has helped, although no hurricane like (of
same intensity) Fabian to test new berm. It comes down to money and how much
government will have to spend on sea protection.
Participant 5.

1.

We‟ve been flooded before during our last major hurricane in 2003 (Fabian).
Can‟t build for that to happened. Can‟t build for big storms. No matter what we
do big storm surge from large hurricanes will surge into airport.

2.

Our airport is absolutely vital. The airport brings in tourist for our economy.
Many goods and services, although some comes by ship, go through the airport.
99% of our business people use the airport for transportation purposes. Also
people leaving the country for vacation and pleasure. Absolutely vital to our
wellbeing.

3.

Nothing, prepare for what you can prepare for. We can only prepare for 90% of
occurrences. We had a number of big hurricanes in recent memory. We had one
in 1964, Emily 1987, and Fabian in 2003. It is in our history. We cannot build a
daily defense for a once in 20-year event. Defense for every year is not possible.

4.

Not in normal course of daily events. Currently we have been building a
perimeter barrier. Under less dramatic environmental occurrences we can
manage. We are working to cope with less dramatic occurrences.
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5.

The new terminal will not happen for quite some time. It is not at the top of our
priority list. We are looking at the needs of the people of the country so not for
some time.

6.

Same as question 5.

7.

Yes, we most definitely need sea protection. We are taking defenses much
greater than before. So yes, that is definite.

8.

Yes. As far as the timeframe, it cannot be determined so we can‟t put a finger on
it at this point.

9.

Currently the project is combination. We put in a break wall and then fill in the
area between the land and the break wall. We have a 40 acre site that has done
that. This technique should give us the protection that we need.
Taxiway Bravo. I think using taxiway Bravo is a good idea and it‟s something

that we are looking into.
Interview Answers Summary
Interview candidates were asked various questions on airport risk, concerns of
climate change, inundation and seawater protection solutions. Candidates agreed that the
airport was at risk, or had the potential circumstances to be at risk. Participant one and
two went on to say that the risk was significant and vulnerability was apparent.
Participant 5 explained that occurrences of the past were likely to happen again in regards
to hurricane Fabian and there was no preventing the major hurricane damage to the
airport facilities.
All participants agreed that Bermuda‟s aviation infrastructure was vital,
important, and critical to its economic well-being. The vulnerability of being cut-off was
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a concern due to the pillar of Bermuda‟s economy, international business and tourism,
being so reliant on air transportation. Other concerns addressed the importance of the
transportation of goods and services to Bermuda.
Question three had mixed responses. Participants one and three were concerned
with isolation from the world and the impact on the operation. Participant two was
concerned with all the scenarios of SLR and storm surge due to past occurrences and
damage to current facilities and potential to be worse. Participant four was concerned but
speculative over the scenarios and suggested further research be done. Participant five
however mentioned that nothing was of concern because prevention can‟t be done.
Participants one through four all expressed that current facilities are at risk.
However, participant five explained that only under dramatic weather events were the
facilities at risk. Participant three thought it was vital and critical to keep facilities
running after a hurricane event. All participants agreed that the new airport civil terminal
was in its planning stage and would not be built for quite some time due to financial
restraints and needs of the country. Participants one through four also generally agreed
that the future terminal location was at risk of being inundated, but less than the current
air terminal location due to less exposure.
Participants one and two mentioned that sea protection to prevent interruption of
airport operations was ideal but not a necessity or practical at this point due to costs
involved. Participants, 3, 4, and 5 all agreed that sea protection is needed. Participant 4
mentioned the importance of a risk assessment with participant 5 explaining that a land
reclamation project is ongoing at the airport dumpsite.
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Sea protection to prevent significant costs to the airport after future hurricanes
was viewed by participants as a need but had various solutions. Participant one thought
sea protection was only needed in certain locations such as near the terminal and near the
south side otherwise known as the Castle Harbour side of the operational runway.
Participants two, three and four agreed some sort of sea protection was needed with much
more research done in that area for the best solution. Participant five felt it was necessary
but no timeframe for protection was in place yet.
Various solutions for seawater protection were suggested by the participants.
Solutions included revetments, moving of essential services within the terminal building
to the level above, replaceable relatively inexpensive breakwaters to dissipate wave
energy, and continued land reclamation. Participant three and four expressed the best
solutions should be researched by experts and engineers.
Participants one, two, three and five were asked a supplemental question about the
re-opening of a former runway currently being used as a taxiway. All participants agreed
that a second runway would be a positive move for the airport for redundancy and the
possible increased protection from storm surge from Castle Harbour.
Results Summary
Tropical cyclones in the Atlantic basin were recorded in Table B1. Analysis of
this data shows an increasing trend in occurrences across the Atlantic basin. Statistical
analysis between time period groups showed a significant difference in the number of
tropical cyclones. We would reject the null hypothesis of no difference due to the
increase in the number of tropical cyclones within the Atlantic Basin.
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Regression analysis showed a significant increase in occurrences in more recent
time periods suggesting an increasing trend. When a five-year running average was used,
the linear regression analysis was even stronger. More recent time periods also showed a
significant increase in the number of tropical cyclones within the Atlantic basin when the
five-year running average was applied.
Sea level rise data obtained from multiple sources were used with static storm
surge calculations done by a previous study to find the MWL of a hurricane occurrence.
Previous hurricane water level data were also taken into account. Predictions of more
severe sea level rise showed MWL to be at higher levels than were experienced during
Fabian, even for less powerful hurricane strikes. Data under some scenarios showed
MWL much higher than that ever experienced at the L. F. Wade International Airport.
GIS data depicted various MWL for direct hits from hurricanes until 2100.
Occurrences of direct hits from hurricanes would no doubt inundate much of the airport
and its facilities. The location of the new airport terminal looks to be in danger of
inundation if it remains at the current elevation. Data did not analyze the erosion factor
of the impacts from the storm surge nor the cost for repair to a point of operation.
Interview candidates were asked various questions on airport risk, climate change
concerns, inundation, and seawater protection solutions. Risk of Bermuda‟s L. F. Wade
International Airport was generally agreed on. Aviation infrastructure was also deemed
critical to the economic well being of the country. Isolation, impact of operations, and
damage to facilities were the main concerns of the airport‟s inundation. Most participants
agreed facilities were at risk to SLR and storm surge from hurricanes in the future.
Participants agreed that the new terminal was a long way from being built. Sea level
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protection was ideal, however potential and risk must be assessed more in depth. Various
solutions to sea protection were suggested, and certain participants felt more expert study
into the best way forward to protect the L. F. Wade International Airport should be done.
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Chapter V
Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations
The purpose of this study was to determine if new terminal designs and climate
change would contribute to future impacts at the L. F. Wade International Airport, and to
find solutions to contain possible changes in sea level and increased storm surge. Also,
the study was conducted to find effective methods to keep Bermuda‟s aviation industry
infrastructure strong and uninterrupted from climate change activity. In this chapter,
results from hurricane activity in the Atlantic basin trends, mean water level from storm
surge combined with scenarios of sea level rise and its effect on the airport, and interview
participant responses will be discussed. The responses of the five participants of the
interviews will be used to investigate the best recommendations for the L. F. Wade
International Airport into the future.
Discussions
The discussion includes information on possible impacts of climate change to the
Bermuda airport, interview participant reactions to possible storm surge of future tropical
cyclones, and sea protection solutions. The results of past tropical cyclone trends, GIS
analysis, and interview participants are discussed. An examination of the potential
significance of the increase in tropical cyclones in the past 150 years and into the future
of the L. F. Wade International Airport is also discussed.
Increasing number of tropical cyclones. Table B1 depicts tropical cyclones in
the Atlantic basin through a year-by-year recording of the total number of tropical storms
and hurricanes that occurred. The data were collected starting with the year 1861. The
descriptive statistics and t-test depicted in Table 3 show that there is a statistically
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significant difference in the number of tropical cyclones between the two sets of year
groups. The mean of each group shows that there are more tropical cyclones happening
in more recent years. The t-test showed that there was a significant difference between
storms in recent years compared to the amount in previous time periods.
Figure 8 through Figure 11 show that the amounts of tropical cyclones are
increasing with time. The amount of tropical cyclones is trending upwards as time
passes. The strong to very strong relationship of the correlation coefficient led to a high
r-squared value.
Figure 15 depicts that there is an increasing positive correlation in the number of
hurricanes with time. This suggests that tropical cyclones in the Atlantic basin are
increasing more rapidly than has been previously witnessed. Based on these results, the
likelihood of a tropical cyclone activity will continue to increase and have a higher total
number of cyclones per year into the future than in the past. The more tropical cyclones
in the Atlantic basin will increase the likelihood of hurricanes affecting Bermuda and the
L. F. Wade International Airport. The more tropical cyclones impact Bermuda and its
airport, the more damage from storm surge, erosion, severe winds, heavy precipitation,
and flooding will occur.
Climate change science also suspects an increase in intensity of tropical cyclones
will occur into the future. This will mean that the island and the airport will be exposed
to a higher risk of hurricanes as well as the possibility of higher intensity storms. For
example, instead of a hurricane Fabian type intensity event happening every 50 years; it
may occur more frequently, since intensity of tropical cyclones could also rise in the
Atlantic basin. This would result in a higher chance of the more powerful cyclones
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making landfall and potentially impacting Bermuda. Direct impact to the island may
remain a relatively low occurrence. However, it should be considered when constructing
any low lying and heavily reliant infrastructure such as the L. F. Wade International
Airport‟s new civil air terminal plans. Due to climate change and the increase in the
number and possible intensity of tropical cyclones, the higher the chance of a category 4
or 5 hurricane impacting Bermuda and its airport.
Effects on Bermuda’s aviation infrastructure. With more tropical cyclones
impacting Bermuda with increased intensity, storm surge levels will become higher than
ever before due to increased sea level. This could lead to MWL higher than witnessed
during hurricane Fabian at Bermuda‟s airport. Increased MWL would lead to more
damage to facilities from floating debris, wave forces, water weight, and erosion of
surface features. Areas where Fabian‟s storm surge reached made portions of the airport
and the island‟s infrastructure unusable after the hurricane had passed. An example of
the storm surge destroying or damaging Bermuda‟s infrastructure during hurricane
Fabian include much of the causeway bridge, the civil air terminal, and area service roads
on the Castle Harbour side of the airfield. This type of damage could reach the only
currently active runway and cause increased damage to the civil terminal at L. F. Wade
International Airport. Damage felt by increased storm surge would lead to a crippled
aviation infrastructure in Bermuda.
Participant one in the interview mentioned that more space-based technologies are
being utilized for airport approaches. This reduced reliance on ground-based
technologies into the future and increased use of space-based technologies is expected to
continue. Ground-based technologies currently in use at the L. F. Wade International
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Airport include an Instrument Landing System (ILS), Very-high frequency Omnidirectional radio Range VOR, and precision approach path indicators (PAPI). Although
navigational aids are shifting to more space based technologies for instrument approaches
such as GPS/RNAV approaches, Very-high frequency Omni-directional radio Range
(VOR) approaches are still used. Airport lighting in the ground would also be damaged
during storm surge inundation. Damage to Bermuda‟s ground-based facilities and
equipment due to the increase in major hurricanes would reduce the airports redundancy
and safety measures for aircraft landing in Bermuda. Instrument approaches, lighting for
night operations, and visual aids for approaches such as the PAPI are aids used by
airports to conduct safe and effective operations for the users.
Other ground based facilities and equipment at L. F. Wade International Airport
are already vulnerable to damage from major hurricanes and may be more significantly
and frequently damaged as sea level rises. Bermuda‟s airport will be more likely to
experience damage into the future as more major hurricanes affect the island combined
with sea level rise due to elevation and location of the ground facilities and equipment.
The VOR is located in an area less than 2 meters above sea level and is continually
vulnerable to inundation by passing hurricanes.
Interview participants expressed that airline flights to Bermuda were impacted
days after Fabian struck the island due to damage to infrastructure in and around the
airport. The delay to reopen L. F. Wade International could increase from increased
tropical cyclone activity and sea level rise. Significant damage to Bermuda‟s only
operational runway due to a higher storm surge during tropical cyclone events in the
future would lead to a slower and more difficult recovery effort for the island. GIS
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depictions of storm surge inundating much of the airport show that it could become a
more common occurrence with increased sea level and a more active yearly hurricane
season. Medical aid, food supplies, and outside assistance would have to find different
sources of transportation to reach people in a relief effort. The delay in assistance could
lead to a slower economic and social recovery from the tropical cyclone event. Hurricane
Katrina‟s effect is still being felt over five years after it plowed into the gulf coast.
Fabian‟s cost to repair Bermuda‟s airport and the Government of Bermuda would be
dwarfed if a category 3, 4, or 5 hurricane struck in the future due to higher MWL.
Bermuda‟s fastest link to the rest of the world would be crippled with the next closest
means of transporting goods then being marine transportation. The longer the airport is
not operational to bringing goods, services, people, and business to and from Bermuda,
the greater will be the impact on the island‟s economic well-being. The cost of a lengthy
airport shutdown cannot be underestimated to Bermuda‟s public and private sectors.
Ripple effects would further impact the island‟s economy due to Bermuda‟s heavy
reliance on aviation for international business, tourism and perishable goods being
transported. Runway repair would be costly and difficult to accomplish in a short amount
of time without outside assistance and services due to limited access to supplies and
specialized workers in Bermuda.
Some engineering measures have been taken to protect the civil air terminal since
Fabian, but it has not been tested by a hurricane of similar intensity and proximity to
Bermuda. Increased damage to the civil air terminal due to increased exposures to
tropical cyclones or increased intensity could lead to extreme costs for repair or
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replacement. Factors of erosion and corrosion from increased exposure to the ocean due
to climate change could increase operational costs for the Government of Bermuda.
Increased erosion of areas surrounding the airport‟s coastline is also a concern.
Due to seawater exposure from sea level rise combined with storm surge, many facilities
could face damage and increased corrosion due to salinity of the seawater. Erosion of
areas along the airports coastline would decrease the distance between seawater and the
runway increasing the likelihood of wave-run up reaching the operational runway, civil
terminal, ground facilities, and equipment during tropical cyclones. Corrosion may cause
facilities and equipment at L. F. Wade International Airport to be more frequently
repaired and replaced. The increased cost of the repair and replacement needs to be taken
into account.
GIS depictions show that the airport is already at risk to be inundated from storm
surge. As time progresses, the GIS depictions show less powerful hurricanes having
increased impact on the L. F. Wade International Airport. Although most scenarios do
not expect sea level to increase a significant amount in the next half century, Bermuda‟s
long-term airport plan should consider solutions to sea level rise due to climate change in
advance to prevent a heavy burden on tax payers in the future.
Solutions. Interview answers showed concern for Bermuda‟s airport by various
members of Bermuda‟s political and aviation sectors with all participants agreeing that
the airport is a critical link to the rest of the world. Since this is the fastest link to the rest
of the world, the island should attempt to minimize or eliminate any reasonable threat to
break the country‟s link. As sea level rises, the airport will be increasingly vulnerable to
being cut off from the rest of the world. The level of risk to the airport is debatable.
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However, increased intensity and frequency of tropical cyclones combined with sea level
rise will increase the overall risk to the island, its airport, and aviation infrastructure. A
risk assessment would be the best way to find the likelihood of a major hurricane
affecting the island into the future. Total costs of disruption and repair of current
facilities should be taken into account. Also, the potential for airline, corporate, and
cargo traffic services being disrupted should be assessed. Communication and logistical
implications and solutions of damage to the operational runway and civil air terminal
from storm surge damage need to be addressed.
Redundancy is encouraged in aviation operations for safety and is typically a
necessity. The four interview participants that were asked if reopening taxiway Bravo as
an active runway again was an option answered with a positive response and is currently
being looked into as an additional solution to the current operational runway at L. F.
Wade International Airport by local aviation and governmental officials. An additional
runway would give airport users and operators more options in case of damage from
tropical cyclones or any other cause.
With Bermuda‟s new civil air terminal still in its planning stage, adjustments may
have to be made to current plans. Adjustment may include increased elevation of the
planned height above sea level for the future terminal. The new terminal will not be built
for some time as the priority of Bermuda‟s citizens is currently with the construction of
the new hospital. Due to the current economic climate, the project may not happen for
quite some time. Considering possible future outcomes of climate change, such as sea
level rise, an assessment into the elevation and vulnerability of the new civil air terminal
should be accomplished to ensure a strong aviation infrastructure into the future. Future
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plans may also be impacted by when the new causeway will be built. The interview
portion suggested that it may be in the Government of Bermuda‟s best interest to have
continuity between the building of the causeway and the new civil air terminal for
efficiency and reduced total costs of the projects.
Participants in the interview mentioned that sea protection was either ideal or
needed for L. F. Wade International Airport. Two participants suggested relocation
would be the best option. However, due to the limited open space in Bermuda combined
with the high cost of land and construction makes relocation not an option. Engineering
solutions are numerous and should be assessed as sea level rises and the threat of
inundation becomes more prevalent with time.
Appropriate Shoreline Development
Coastline advancement towards preventing shoreline inundation from the sea has
been assessed for exposure to possible risks by the Government of Bermuda. The
importance of learning from previous hurricanes is paramount to the advancement of
shoreline development. Finding areas of flooding shows protection will be needed to
provide the significant function of coastline defense. Techniques for shoreline protection
structures and design considerations depicted below are suggested from the Coastal
Protection and Development Planning Guidelines for Bermuda (2004).
Shoreline protection structures. Since coastlines are dynamic, with oscillations
in characteristics from erosion and depositions from coral and other wildlife, changes are
continuous. Since the population has consistently increased in Bermuda, added use and
demand for seaside development has given the forces of nature more of an impact of
people‟s lives. It is increasingly difficult to hold back and control coastline wind and
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waves especially when associated with a tropical cyclone. Bermuda‟s landscape is
precious and gives locals little area to rebuild structures such as lives, homes, and
infrastructure such as roads and the L. F. Wade International airport. Since the island
land is so limited, the need to shield the forces of nature is warranted to protect
infrastructure, property, and life. To ensure the protection approach is suitable along the
shoreline, the potential hazards that may affect a particular area of shoreline should be
examined.
Seawalls. The purpose of a seawall is to separate the land and water to prevent
erosion and other wave produced damage. The freestanding nature of a seawall structure
should be built parallel to the shoreline and are normally built from quarried stone or
concrete. The structures can come in a wide assortment of types, which include a curved
face, a steeped face, or a smooth vertical face. In depth engineering and building
practices that go into the design and construction of a seawall structure can give suitable
protection to shoreline property, although seawalls have been known to have a harmful
effect on nearby beaches. Beaches suffer increased erosion due to reflection of wave
energy from the wall as well as erosion in front of the seawall. Seawalls are not
recommended in areas near beaches for this reason as well as concerns over a firm
foundation.
Seawalls will only protect the area behind its structure and will increase the rate
of erosion to the land adjacent. Other design considerations when assessing the need for
a seawall are drainage, the effects on coastal processes, impact on activities on the coastal
area, the need of maintenance, erosion of foundations and the materials needed.
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Revetments. Revetments intend to provide a mode of protection to a sloped area
against wave action. A revetment is constructed parallel to a broad faced cliff, steep
bank, headland or at the back of a beach, which uses a variety of materials including
interlocking blocks, quarried armored stone, and concrete. Revetments are used near the
current terminal of L. F. Wade International Airport and provide less erosion to nearby
beaches compared to sea walls.
Revetments are similar to seawalls in that they do not give protection to areas
surrounding the structure and may lead to increased erosion due to reflection of wave
energy. Considering designs for revetments may include general components for the
formation of the structure that include an armor layer, toe protection, and a filter layer if
needed. Wave climate nearshore will determine the size of the particular components for
the specific area needing protection. The requirement for revetment at Bermuda‟s L. F.
Wade International Airport may be limited by the availability of large boulders needed.
To further enhance the defenses for this critical part of Bermuda‟s transportation
infrastructure, it may require a substantial amount of imported armor stone from sources
such as Nova Scotia, Canada. To avoid significant investment into importation of
boulders, other revetment solutions could be to use existing boulders in the area for toe
stones, and other stones for beach revetment, topped with soil or sand, and indigenous
vegetation to hold the materials together. This would provide a considerable dissipation
of inshore wave energy in the nearshore environment of Castle Harbour. Revetments are
encouraged in areas that are difficult to produce suitable foundations for structures like
seawalls. Since the L. F. Wade International Airport is mostly built on reclaimed land,
revetments are encouraged due to inadequacy to set foundations of a seawall from the
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increased possibility of erosion underneath the foundation which compromises strength
integrity.

Figure 17. Typical revetment design.

Breakwaters. Breakwaters are built to protect the coastline from wave action and
are typically disconnected from the shoreline. These structures are generally parallel to
the shore but can be angled to account for threatening wave scenarios. An example of a
breakwater in Bermuda is located on the southeastern portion of the causeway bridge
leading to L. F. Wade International Airport. The breakwater gives the bridge some
protection from erosion by deflecting and dispersing wave energy away from the
structure. Bottom-founded breakwaters can be built using quarried armor stone or
concrete as floating breakwaters are largely ineffective in Bermuda.
Careful design should be carried out to minimize the effect of erosion created on
the downdrift end. An advantage of breakwaters is the benefit of lowered erosion can be
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felt over a reasonably long area of coastline due to its effectiveness in dissipating wave
energy. Incident wave climate such as wave height, period, and direction should be
considered when designing the breakwater for a specific area of shoreline to be protected.
Design should also consider the most advantageous span of the structure, use of quarried
armor stone or concrete armor, distance off the coastline (minimize tombolo formation),
prevailing water currents, and changes to subsequent currents. If multiple breakwaters
are necessary, consideration is needed to find preferred distance between breakwaters.
Design considerations. It is may be necessary to develop defensive structures to
protect Bermuda‟s airport to withstand the 1 in 50-year storm event. Providing data
which determine the defense structures strength such as wave height and water level for a
specific area of the airport will help in the design process. Statistical analysis from a
qualified professional engineer should determine the relevance of forces affecting a
specific area of shoreline.
Foundations. A structure‟s integrity is mainly determined by the foundation and
its design must be appropriately considered for effects if breakdown in areas such as sand
and other soft materials. Softer materials will tend to undercut foundations by wave
action and reduce the structural capability of the shoreline protection solution.
Drainage. Design solutions to protect the L. F. Wade International Airport will
need to ensure sufficient drainage. The purpose of drainage is to provide an avenue to
expedite the flow of water back into the sea. The drainage solution should allow runoff
ports to increase the flow of water back into the ocean, but simultaneously prevent the
increase flow of seawater behind the protection structure.
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Materials. Due to the location of the structure to the marine environment, the
conditions require a higher strength of materials. Concrete strength is suggested to be at
least 5000 pounds per square inch (psi). A sufficient concrete coat should be applied to
prevent corrosion of the structures metal component such as steel rebar.
Aesthetics of structure. Since much of Bermuda‟s economy is based on tourism,
the finish of protection structures should be considered. The island‟s heritage and
tradition requires heavy use of Bermuda stone (limestone) which provides a natural
looking finish. The aftermath of the most recent major hurricane that impacted Bermuda
showed the limestone finished structures endured the onslaught of the storm surge.
Structures which have vegetation growth on top of the revetments add a natural look as
well as reduce material run-off during flooding from heavy precipitation or seawater
inundation.
Cost estimates. Costs due to projected impacts of climate change should be a
part of any low-lying at risk area. Possible construction and maintenance costs in the
future will be influenced by inflation, labor rates and changes in material production.
Possible solutions to sea level encroachment on Bermuda's airport might include beach
nourishment, revetment, seawalls, breakwaters and the combination of the four. Costs for
the unique location of the island and the high cost of living will be a significant factor in
the cost calculations. Beach nourishment is considered to be one of the most costly
options due to the large amount of sand required to be effective against sea level rise and
storm surge (Boudreau & Sloop, 2008).
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Conclusions
The threat of hurricanes is increasing in the Atlantic basin. An increase in
tropical cyclones with time over the past 150 years suggests Bermuda and its airport will
be exposed to more tropical cyclones. As tropical cyclones occurrences and intensity
continue to increase in the Atlantic basin, Bermuda‟s L. F. International Airport will be
more vulnerable and at risk. Sea level rise alone will not have a significant affect on the
L. F. Wade International Airport in the near future. However, sea level rise combined
with storm surge puts the territory‟s airport at increased vulnerability and risk.
The interview results provided the study with the qualitative data to make use of
quantitative data collected. The diverse political and aviation group of participants agree
that the aviation infrastructure in Bermuda is vital and critical to its economic wellbeing.
Sea level rise combined with storm surge from more severe tropical cyclones will lead to
detrimental economic impacts and will cost the Government of Bermuda significantly
more than previous hurricanes such as Fabian of 2003. Seawater protection will need to
be assessed and addressed into the future to prevent or limit damage to the airport, its
facilities, and equipment. It is clear as time passes and sea level rises that L. F. Wade
International Airports will be faced with more damaging effects from tropical cyclones
especially major hurricanes than from previous hurricanes.
Solutions of sea protection are numerous and costly. Short-term solutions to
address the vulnerability of Bermuda‟s aviation infrastructure may include a combination
of breakwaters and revetments in certain areas of the airport such as near the terminal
area and along the coastline near the operational runway. Long-term solutions for
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Bermuda‟s airport would be to raise the elevation of the airport due to sea level rise
consistently inundating areas of the airfield.
Recommendations
Possible solutions for the L. F. Wade International Airport should start with a
more in depth hazard assessment of the potential damage and costs versus the cost to
prevent damage. It may take an extreme event for action to be taken for prevention
solutions to justify costs of seawater protection of the L. F. Wade International Airport.
Further research should be done into the cost of a major hurricane impacting Bermuda‟s
airport in the future. A cost and risk analysis of airport facilities should be taken into
account. The total toll on the economy should assessed with factors including the
transportation of goods, services, and people being completely cut-off as far as aircraft
landing is concerned. The cost of unplanned repair of the runway, taxiways, civil
terminal, navigational equipment, and other essential services should be included.
Redundancy is always encouraged in aviation for safety concerns, increased
efficiency, and stronger operational practices. The re-opening of the former runway now
designated as taxiway Bravo for use would increase the redundancy and options for
aviation operations at L. F. Wade International Airport. Taxiway B would increase
options for landing and departing traffic, which would create a solution for unexpected
damages or shutdowns to the current operational runway. After hurricane Fabian, wave
run-up debris lines consisting of dead marine life such as fish were found on the
operational runway. Future major hurricanes combined with sea level rise could cause
more damage to the operational runway in the future leading to a non-operational landing
area for airplanes. This would ultimately delay any normal day-to-day operation of
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traffic without an additional option. This problem would be relieved with the re-opening
of taxiway Bravo as an operational runway. Interview participant one suggested enough
room for a civilian airplane such as a Boeing 737 to safely take-off and land on the
former runway.
Areas of the L. F. Wade International Airport are not compliant with ICAO
regulations as far as the distance the operational runway is from seawater. Land
reclamation efforts of the airport facility should be partially or completely diverted and
moved to reduce and eventually eliminate the distance between Castle Harbour and
Runway 12 and 30. A similar strategy used near the airport terminal should be used near
the current operational runway to reduce seawater inundation during future tropical
cyclones. This is a short-term solution to the seawater inundation from storm surge to the
runway and other vulnerable areas of the current airport facilities.
Participants of the interview were clear in stating that the airport was a vital part
of Bermuda‟s economic interests. Participant three found it especially important to
secure this critical part of Bermuda‟s infrastructure. This important tool is considered
essential to Bermuda‟s overall success in the future in the international business, tourism,
and transportation sectors. Engineering solutions should be further researched to ensure
the people and Government of Bermuda are prepared, protected, and secure from the
threats to the airport from storm surge and sea level rise. Engineering seawater
protection should consider short term and long-term solutions including breakwaters,
revetment, and raising airport elevation.
Another recommendation from this research is to further study the erosion and
corrosion effects of tropical cyclones on the coastline areas around Bermuda‟s airport,
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specifically along the coastline of Castle Harbour. With increased sea level rise, new
areas of land will encounter seawater. Areas of land may be more subject to erosion
leading to possible changes in the bathymetry of the waters surrounding the airport. This
change in bathymetry from erosion may impact characteristics of storm surge impacting
the L. F. Wade International Airport during tropical cyclones.
A long-term airport plan of land reclamation efforts at Bermuda‟s airport should
be done to optimize efficient use and protection of the airport. Environmental impacts of
land reclamation to Bermuda‟s marine life and Castle Harbour should be examined to
prevent negatively influencing the area through pollution.
In addition to another operational runway, the Government of Bermuda should
consider using a seaplane access for emergency relief efforts in future extreme events.
Areas that are limited to exposure should be investigated as possible areas for sea plane
docking such as Ferry Reach or former flying-boat stations on Darrell‟s Island and
Morgan‟s Point in the Great Sound as possible areas for consideration. Since the former
flying-boat stations are available, an assessment for use of these facilities for relief efforts
and emergencies in the future should be considered for additional options to Bermudians.
Continuity of construction projects such as the causeway project and the new
civil air terminal should be considered to reduce total costs of the civil air terminal
project. The continuity of these projects will encourage a better infrastructure for
Bermuda. Keeping the transportation infrastructure efficient will increase the likelihood
of a productive tourism sector. An increased efficiency and connectivity of
transportation infrastructure in Bermuda would increase the flow of goods and services
around the island.
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Finding the exact height of wave-up action during storm surge inundation of the
L. F. Wade International Airport should be further studied. This would give indications
of possible impacts to other areas of Bermuda besides the airport, which includes
residences, businesses and infrastructure. Other infrastructure besides aviation that may
be affected by the increased sea level and storm surge due to climate change could be
electricity, water, and marine and ground transportation.
Lastly, additional research should be done on the cost of building up the elevation
of the airport for long-term implications of climate change. An example of other airports
being raised include the artificial island airport in Japan named Kansai International
Airport. Although the scale of Kansia International Airport construction is much larger
than Bermuda‟s elevation rise and land reclamation project will need, lessons should be
learned from the project (KALD, 2008).
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Interview Questions
1.
Do you think that Bermuda‟s L. F. Wade International Airport is at risk?
2.
How important do you view the role of aviation infrastructure is to Bermuda and
its economic wellbeing?
3.
What concerns you the most about the GIS depiction of possible sea level rise and
tropical cyclone outcomes shown above?
4.
After looking at future projections for climate change, do you believe the airport‟s
current facilities (i.e. ILS, navigational aids, runways, taxiways, etc.) are in
danger of being inundated?
5.
Please describe your current knowledge of the L. F. Wade International Airport‟s
plan to build a new terminal. When do you think the project will break ground?
6.
With plans to build a new civil terminal, do you believe current plans will be in
danger from seawater inundation?
7.
In your professional opinion, do you believe sea protection is necessary for the L.
F. Wade International Airport to avoid air traffic interruption after future
hurricanes?
8.
In your professional opinion, do you believe sea protection is necessary for the L.
F. Wade International Airport to avoid significant costs from a hurricane hitting
the island in the future?
a.
If yes: How soon would you implement protection?
b.
If no: Why not?
9.
If the island had to build seawater protection for the airport, what would be the
best option?
a.
Examples: Revetments, sea walls, break waters, levies, raising the airport
through more land reclamation?
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Table B1
Number of Tropical Cyclones in the Atlantic Basin since 1861
Number

Year
8
6
9
5
7
7
9
4
10
11
8
5
5
7
6
5
8
12
8
11
7
6
4
4
8
12
19
9
9
4
10
9
12
7
6
7
6
11
9
7
12
5
10
5
5
11
5
10
11
5
6
7
6
1
6
15
4
6
5
5
7
5
9
11
4
11
7
6
3
2
9
11
21
11
6

1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
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Table B1 continued
Number of Tropical Cyclones in the Atlantic Basin since 1861
16
9
8
5
8
6
10
10
11
11
6
9
9
13
13
10
7
14
11
12
8
8
10
11
7
11
5
9
12
6
11
8
8
18
10
13
7
8
11
9
10
6
12
9
11
12
6
4
13
11
6
7
12
11
14
8
7
8
7
19
13
8
14
12
15
15
12
16
15
28
10
15
16
9
19

1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

